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MULTI-PURPOSE WARNING SYSTEM

Introduction:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Applications:

Nowadays due to fast pace life, and increase in
population, accidents and traffic jams are on the rise. High
security is required in banks, homes, shops, malls, offices, etc. So
there is a need to solve the problem of accidents, traffic jams and
theft. So we have tried to solve these problems by constructing a
'Multi-Purpose Warning System (MPWS)'.

(i) Photo electric effect: electrons are emitted when light falls on
the surface of the semi-conductor, metal or non metal.

(ii) Conversion of energy: Conversion of electric energy into the
light energy and sound energy.

(iii) Inverter principle: When input signal is ON then output signal
will be OFF. When input signal is OFF then output signal will be
ON.

Construct the electrical circuit based warning system
to prevent an accident and traffic in transportation and theft in
homes, banks, etc.

Working Method: When any object or person
comes between the laser light and LDR sensor, so laser light does
not fall on the LDR sensor hence it increases the resistance of LDR
sensor and current can not pass through the LDR sensor. So it
does not give signal to the inverter. Therefore, according to the
function of inverter it gives output signal and it switches ON
buzzer and LED lights. Thus it gives signal of warning.

By using the above warning system –

1. We can prevent thefts in homes, banks, shopping malls,
jewellery shops, museums, etc. (2) On mountain and hilly
areas, we can prevent accidents at sharp turns on road

2. We can prevent accident and traffic at BRTS crossing road.

3. we can stop any person who tries to enter in the prohibited
area i.e. VIP area prohibited buildings, etc.

4. we can make many such automatic systems.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Amit Vishnuji Thakor

VIII

Ahmadabad  (Gujarat)

Viren Lalitbhai Dadukiya

Shilaj Primary School, Near Aashapuri

Temple,Shilaj Gaam, Rancharda Road,

Ahmedabad
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Introduction :

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

In this golden era of modern technology and fast
life, we are trying to awake and assure the unaware people of
Kidney diseases, their causes and remedies. We are also focusing
on working model of nephron, the working model of excretory
system, different types of calculi operation with working model.
The working model of expanding urethra, process of urine and
diseases of kidney.

The main
purpose of the model is to make people aware about diseases
that can be cured by Ayurveda.

Production of Urine – diseases and cures.

In the past few years, the kidney diseases have
increased. Moreover, its treatment is very costly. For this, we have
to use homemade medicines of Ayurveda. “Prevention is better
than cure.”

First of all with the help of clay make two models of
kidney in a wooden box, then make a bladder with the help of
veins and plastic bottles, then make nephron by veins, then join
the nephron with submersible pump arrange that wooden box
in manmade stomach. To remove the calculi make working
model of PCNL, Laparoscopy and other operations. Then make
working model of expanding of urethra, then prepare charts
related to kidney information. Show the animation on the laptop.
Give detailed information about Ayurveda medicines used in
treatment of kidney diseases.

SYSTEM CAUSES AND REMEDIES OF CALCULI

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Bhammar Bhoju Ugabhai

VIII

Pandya Nikunjbhai Kiritbhai

Shree Motaghana Primary School

Motaghana, ,Hajipar,  Talaja, Bhavnagar

Bhavnagar, Gujarat
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AUTOMATIC STREET LIGHT

Rationale behind construction of the Model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Required Materials:

Construction and working:

Normally lights at public places like roads, gardens,
advertisement hoarding have to be controlled with manual
intervention. Sometimes these lights are not switched off even if
they are not required and because of that lot of energy gets
waste. Considering increased population and to fulfill basic needs
of every citizen of our country we have come up with the project
which focuses on saving wastage of electricity.

Electromagnetic Induction

At evening when there is darkness Road lights, Garden Lights,
Street Lights, Hoarding Lights automatically get switched ON,
vice versa in morning when sunlight is available lights get OFF.

Connector, Light Sensor, Transformer,
Mains wire, Strop, Lights (led)

The main component of this project
is LDR. Light sensor works on light intensity. When light is
transmitted to sensor, resistance increases and prevents
transition of current. As a result of that lights attached to that get
switched OFF. Vice versa when sensor is kept in dark means no
light is transmitted, then resistance decreases and current passes
through so light get switched ON.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Bhoraniya Shahenazbanu Ayubbhai

VIII

Surat, Gujarat

Desai Bhavanaben Baldevbhai

(SMC) Shree Khudiramboz  Primary

School, No: 42, Mandarvaja
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Generally all kinds of vegetables, crops and
saplings are grown on soil. They also neede agro based care for
their growth. Here we introduce new method of agriculture. In
this method we don't use soil with pitcher. In this pitcher there is
cockpit wormy composed and organic fertilizer, with this project,
we grow the sapling of lemon, flowers, and other vegetables.
This new technique is more useful and we get more production.
Takes less time and we get more maximum benefit.

The purpose of this technique is to grow plants in apartments,
bungalows and mostly storage buildings. It is also useful to make
our environment clean & also saves the valuable water for us.

More production with help of fertilizes without soil.

Through this model we can use less soil and get more agri
products.

Its weight also less, so we can easily transport from one place to
another.

By using of this model, we can save the water.

First of all we can take two years old lemon sapling, vegetables
and fruits and flowers saplings with less soil but with roots. We set
the layer of coal in the bottom and put a net on it. After that we
prepare ½ inch of paddy dust and ash and put them on it. Then
we make another layer by mixing of coca pit and wormy compost
in equal portion. We pour little water day after another, so
sapling gets proper humidity. Every five or six days use organic
compost for the better growth of sapling.

NEW TECHNIQUE OF AGRICULTURE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Chaudhari Virendrakumar

Shankarbhai

Patel Anupam Jivanbhai

Gramshala Vedachhi Ta-Valod,

Tapi, Gujarat
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SKY  BUS

Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model :

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Construction and working of the exhibit/model:

Purpose behind the development or construction of the exhibit is
to understand the pollution free way and pollution free vehicle
transport for the city.

Transformation of electric energy motion
energy

Safe and Rapid Transportation

Materials used for the construction:

Mount board nail batten Patti, motor, wires, samples of the
vehicles shopping samples of homes etc.

First of all, take a big mount board and fix the valvet cloth. Then
make a stand with the help of batten Patti. In the front row of this
stand fix the motor. Then the wire or string is fitted to the
sharagadi of motor and trolley (sky bus) is connented and the
wiring of the motor is joined with battery. Under this stand the
road the transportation of the vehicle shopping center colonies
and the picture of the problems of traffic are made. When the
switch is put ON, the motor start and trolley (the sky bus) runs and
journey starts.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Chauhan Yuvraj Bhathibhai

VIII

Sabarkantha, Gujarat

Patel Deepikaben Rameshkumar

Gadadar Primary School, Gadadar,

Po-nandisan, Ta-Bhiloda
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Introduction:

Scientific Principles:

Solarised Water and Massage Oil

Spot Therapy

Essay's Dot on Hand Therapy

Therapy Using Light

Color therapy (also known as aromatherapy) is a
gentle non invasive complementary therapy that can be used to help
a wide variety of health issues. Color Therapy uses color. Color is a
properly of light and is made up of electromagnetic energy that
vibrates at different frequencies. While we are drawn to color to
create balance in our life, not everyone knows that it also facilitates
healing. It simply is a living energy. Every organ in our body is
composed of vibrating atoms. While each energized atom is unique,
it results to the unique energy system that powers the body's organ
system. Our body deals with varying levels of energy fields called
chakras; we need color to maintain balance to our health. Sunlight is
“full spectrum” light.

Color therapists believe that the hypothalamus
in the human body controls the pituitary gland and as the former is
influenced by light, it acts on the pituitary gland, which in turn
controls all the other glands like pineal, thyroid, thymus, adrenalin,
pancreas, ovaries, etc. According to color therapists, every organ
system has its own vibration energy and disease can occur when this
energy is short. By applying energy, the disease can be overcome.
Modern physics has established that every color has a certain
frequency wavelength and energy associated with it. Therefore the
color we absorb affects our nervous and endocrine system, and
eventually the release of hormones and other organic substances
within the human body.

Depending upon the colour that is used to solarise the water, it is
referred to as 'red solarised', 'blue solarised' etc. The amount of time
required for this depends upon the season. When water is exposed
to sunlight, it gets energized. This type of water energizing is called
solaring. It is possible to prepare specific coloured solarised water by
using coloured glass. As it is difficult to get specific coloured glasses,
the normal method is to take a colourless glass bottle and wrap it
with transparent paper of the desired colour.

Here the desired colour is applied directly over the affected area.

Put a dot or dots on particular location in left land of particular sketch
pen colour to cure the particular diseases.

Wrap transparent paper ( 4 fold ) of specific colour on 60 to 100 volt
bulbs and take therapy.

COLOUR THERAPY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Davda Mansi Jayeshbhai

X

Porbandar, Gujarat

Vidhata Vinodray Savjani

Cham Memorial English Medium

School, Near Kharva Vidyarthi

Bhavan, Porbandar
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CANAL TOP SOLAR POWER

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Every year our government spends $400 billion US dollars in
importing fossil fuels, which directly affect on our economy and
common people. Green house effect is also another important
issue. We have tried to solve this problem by developing
renewable and sustainable energy source – an ALGAE .

To get pollution free fuel from biological process.

We can get pollution free and low cost fuel through this project
by a natural resource - algae. We can save our lost energy
resources like diesel, petrol, coal gas, etc. And can reduce green
house effect.

In the model, we have used plastic container as feeding vessel.
From it algae strain is passed through the air pump which is made
by glycerin syringe, in a photo-bioreactor (PBR) which is made by
PVC pipe, elbow, and screws. PBR gives ideal condition and
growth requirements of particular types of algae. Then harvested
algae strain are passed into separation tank, which separate
algae from water and algae send into algae slurry tank and water
goes into water tank. These tanks are made by plastic containers.
Then algae slurry goes into pressure tank which breaks the cell
wall of algae by high pressure and separate the oil by two ways
(1) Hexane solvent method,(2) Super critical fluid method.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Gajjar Bhumi Ashvinbhai

VIII

Surat, Gujarat

Patel Khushbu B.

Pandit Omkarnath Nagar Primary

School-61, Shetranjiwad, Begampura,

Surat
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Introduction:

Scientific Principle:

Objective:

Description:

Health is Wealth. Due to fast-food now-a-days, we face the
problem of obesity. Not heavy weight .Not only in Rural areas but
in tribal areas there is the problem of low weight also. How much
weight a person should have according to his height? What we
should do for heavy weight or low weight? We can know this
with the help of B.M.I. Model Rational behind construction of the
Model. How can we adjust our B.M.I.?Which type of food-habit
should we follow?

We should maintain our nutritious food-habit .

We have must appropriate weight according to height .

Measure your weight in kilogram and note it. Then measure your
height in meter-centimeter and note it. Then set your height
circle. You will get the number in arrowed block. Which is your
BODY MASS INDEX?

BODY MASS INDEX MODEL

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Gamit Sunil Dhirubhai

X

Shah Mukesh Maheshchandra

Uttar Buniyadi Ashramshala,  Hindla

Songadh.

Tapi, Gujarat
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MULTI-PURPOSE MATHEMATICAL FRAMES

Rationale behind construction of the exhibit:

The scientific principle involved:

[i] Learning by doing:

[ii] Learn by fun:

2. Description:

Construction and working of the exhibit/model

While I was
teaching multipurpose mathematical frames, I found it was
difficult for the student to remember all the frames with process.
To overcome the limitations associated with Traditional teaching
learning process in the classroom, I took initiative to create a
teaching learning material teach to make our concepts clear
(learning by doing). I prepared different activities for teaching
multipurpose frames for the students of std. 1 to 8.

The present construct (Activity
Based Teaching Aid)is based on 2 different aspects of Child
Psychology.

Involvement of the students plays very important role in teaching
learning process. Nowadays learning becomes monotonous
without activity for involvement of the students. If students learn
by doing experience in they will enjoy and remember for long
time.

Learning by doing provides lost of fun by different frames
experiments student will be able to get basic knowledge of by
doing activity along with fun.

Take 13 card sheet and draw across and down square.

Write 1 to 100 numbers on one of the card sheet and it will be
basic frame.

Cut a square on which you will find odd - even numbers,
whole square umbers, perfect cube numbers, prime -
composite numbers and multiple like 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9. In this
way you can prepare 12 frames.

Put 12 frames on the basic frames and you will get number as
per your frame.

Put 2 frames together out of 12 frames on basic frames so
you will get different numbers for Example take frames of
multiple 2 and 3, put on basic frame so you will get the frame
of multiple 6.

�

�

�

�

�

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Gohel  Bhavesh R.

VIII

Rajkot, Gujarat

Mandir Jignesh S.

Shree Vadali Primary School,

Vadali Tehsil : Rajkot
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:-

The importance of fibonachi series and Golden
number is the best in the forms of the many objects of nature. The
whole human body is in GOLDEN RATIO. We can also see the
GOLDEN RATIO in the patterns of flowers. We can use the
GOLDEN RATIO is the manmade things.

The objects which are made from GOLDEN RATIO in nature are
complete in the constitutes. We can use the GOLDEN RATIO in
the different manufacturing at the industrial areas. We can bring
the completeness in every manmade things.

Among two line segments if the ratio of big and small
linesegment is 16.1 ..... then it is called golden section of the
line segment.

The ratio of sum of two line segments with big linesegment is
also 1.61 ..... it is called GOLDEN RATIO.

The use of GOLDEN RATIO in industrial products takes new
opportunity.

GOLDEN RATIO is useful for architecture field.

Plastic surgery and operations is being used for GOLDEN
RATIO.

To make attract rectangle products.

The line segment which is measured by “A” & “B”
where A>B if the ratio of A & B equal to the ratio of A+B & A is
1.61….

That mean A/B = A+B/A = 1.61…

This ratio called GOLDEN RATIO of A & B.

This kind of point which is divided in the line segment with the
GOLDEN RATIO is called Golden section point.

And the instrument which is measured the GOLDEN RATIO is
called GOLDEN SECTION GAZE.

�

�

�

�

�

�

GOLDEN RATIO & GOLDEN SECTION GAZE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Patel Harsh Pravinbhai

X

Patan, Gujarat

Jyotividhyalaya Ganget-At-Ganget

Patan

Daraji Anilkumar Popatlal
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RADIO JAMMER

Introduction:-

Rationale behind construction of the model:-

Scientific Principle:-

Objectives:-

Description:-

With the advancement in technology, so many
equipments have been developed to prevent calamities at certain
extent. But, so far, we are unable to find out the way to
completely prevent the calamities and protect ourselves. Recent
natural calamity in Uttarakhand, is one of the best cited examples,
where major part of the area was adversely affected. The present
model – Radio Jammers helps to prevent rumors and
mismanagement during the calamities.

One of the important things, during the natural or manmade
calamities is to keep patience and avoid spreading rumors. These
type of rumors develop spread very rapidly. At that juncture,
there is a need of an instrument to prevent such rumors and also
take steps for well being of the victims and their relatives.

This circuit is a simple transistor oscillator and works in VHF areas.
This circuit stops the telecast of FM.

To prevent rumors and mismanagement during calamities

According to the diagram (Circuit) gather all instruments – wires
and fix it on the PCB board. This instrument is called Radio
Jammer.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Kazi Aftab M

Jagdishbhai D.

Swami Vivekananda Primary

School, School No 72, MSB -

Rajkot, Gujarat
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Introduction:

Mathematical Principles:

Objectives:

Description:

Rationale behind construction of the model

Our main purposes are (1).joyful approach,(2) Activity based
teaching,(3)burdenless learning,(4) student can learn different
processes and principles easily. For these all purposes we make
our model Mathematical Farm house.

Learn different Mathematical
processes and principles easily.

Make Mathematical hard processes easy for
students.

Make different Mathematical principles easy for student's
understanding.

We have made mathematical farmhouse from
thermocol. Fencing, gate, chess, house, compound, ladder, tree,
sieve, gamezone, cart, abacus, merry-go-round, puzzle-cup,
butterfly blanks, intelligent parrot, hungry parrots, treasure bag,
well.

(1)Fencing: student can learn counting, parallel lines, perimeter
and area of rectangle.

(2)Chess: student can learn tables, multiplication, division, factor,
L.C.M, and, H.C.F. analysis.

(3)Mathematical merry-go-round: student can learn parts of
circle, area and perimeter of circle, area and volume of sphere,
different angles clock-watching.

(4)Cart: student can learn profit and loss by selling, pie graph, four
parts bar graph.

(5)Beads: student can learn transversal of two parallel lines, and
they can learn different angles like alternative angle,
corresponding angle, alternative opposite angle, interior angle.

(6)Well: volume and area of cylinder, to measure water quantity.

(7)Gate: student can learn parallel lines, angles, knowledge of
numbers.

(8)Sieve: student can learn separation of numbers, bar graph,
perimeter of square.

(9)House: geometrical shapes, bar graph, area of irregular shape,
understanding of perimeter.

(10)Ladder :parallel lines, increase and decrease order.

MATHEMATICAL FARMHOUSE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Kotiya Sanjay Dineshbhai

VIII

Nimbark Madhuben Prabhudasbha

Nanji Kalidas Kanyashala, Holi Chakla,

Near Jagdip Backery, Kharvavad

Porbandar, Gujarat
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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

Rationale behind Construction of the Model

Scientific Principle:

Material used for the Construction of the Model:

Construction and Working of the Model

Application:

To save the living beings from pollution and its hazardous effects
by using small and accurate steps

Hydrogen embedded capillaries known as
xylem like a network, to absorb CO2 with pressure and utilize it for
the constructive work.

Model of
Synthetic Tree –Indian Culture

Model of Synthetic Tree –American Culture, Pump, Na OH, Glass
Cabin, Pipe, Beaker, Test Tube, H Cl, Water transporting tissue,
Hydrogen

First construct two types of synthetic trees, 1st – according to
Indian Culture and 2nd – according to American Culture.
Arrange the pump to absorb CO with the help of Xylem and
Hydrogen. Transport CO to NaOH solution.

As the Model shown in the figure – synthetic tree absorbs CO
from the atmosphere with the help of pump and with the help of
pipes it transport to NaOH solution and convert it to Na CO
useful solution. And check the solution by PH paper and test it
with HCL. Carbon dust collect from the cabin and used for
constructive work. Thus best from west

This model helps us to remove polluted CO and convert it to
useful compound. Thus pollution free atmosphere and other
important products can be obtained like;

Fire extinguisher, Dry ice, Soft drink, Caffeinated coffee, In
swimming pool to maintain ph,NaHCO and Na CO , In
production of Urea fertilizer 2NH + CO ---- > NH CONH

2

2

2

2 3

2

3 2 3

3 2 2 2

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Lalita Bhagvat Sambare

VII

Surat, Gujarat

Jyoti, Kadam

Shrimati. Ahilyabai Holkar Prathmik

Kanyashala:185  Ved Road
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Rationale behind Construction of the Model:

The Scientific Principle Involved:

Objectives:

Material Used For The Construction:

Construction And Working Of Exhibit /Model.

Ecological balance is getting disturbed because of global
warming. Rainfall is decreasing. The level of ground water is also
decreasing. We are facing shortage of water. The toilet user does
not know when he pushes flush, from where water comes and
where it goes. According to an estimate ten times more water is
used than necessary in flush toilet. There is no sustainable
solution for this wastage of water. So, to prevent the wastage of
water and reuse the used water, Solar Powered Toilet is the
demand of time.

Electro Chemical Reaction Powered by Solar Energy.

The water used in the toilets can be purified and reused in the
toilets. The solar powered toilet can be installed in community
toilets in urban areas. It can be installed in the areas facing acute
shortage of water. It can be used in slums and backward areas
and also in the rural areas where people do not have proper
facility of toilets and sanitation. It can be useful in rural areas
where people do not get continuous power supply. It is useful to
control and reduce filth. It can reduce diseases caused by
contaminated water.

Plastic boxes, submersible
motor, Car battery, self made filter, P.V.C. pipe, stand, Iron
Oxide/Titanium Dioxide & Stainless Steel Electrode.

The toilet wastage is taken to the Septic holding tank. The solid
waste deposits at the bottom of the tank and liquid waste
deposits at the upper level of the septic holding tank. When the
liquid level reaches at the certain level of the tank, it enters the
Electro Chemical Reactor powered by solar energy. In this
reactor, water is purified and Hydrogen gas generates at
cathode. The purified water is filtered and it can be reused in the
toilet while the hydrogen gas is stored in fuel cell which can be
used as back up energy source at night or when sunlight is not
enough. The solid wastage deposited at the bottom of the septic
Holding Tank, is used as manure in farming.

SOLAR POWERED  TOILET

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mangroliya Seema Jaysukhbhai

X

Surat, Gujarat

Patel Kiritkumar Chhaganlal

Smt. L.P.D. Patel Sarvajanik

Vidyalaya, Punagam, Ta.Choryasi
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MULTI-PURPOSE SAFETY TRAIN

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objective:-

Description:-

We all know that the world is facing the problems of uncertainty
particularly in journey in bus, train or by air. There are chances of
accidents or burning due to short circuit or other means. At the
same time, the world is facing so many problems related to the
environmental issues related to transport. This project is the
humble attempt to address these issues.

Conversion of heat energy into solar energy, conversion of solar
energy into sound energy.

1. To provide safe journey in train.

2. To cultivate “Ratanjot” plant from the waste material
generated in train.

3. To reduce burning in train due to air and circuit crash.

4. To maintain cleanliness in train compartments and at
platform.

5. To produce of natural gas and fertilizers from human waste.

First of all a heat sensor kit is installed in train compartment, so
that whenever heat is generated, the siren goes up. Driver stops
the train on siren. The automatic robot system is installed against
circuit crash. As the train stops, due to reducing wind, the
burning also stops.

Another system is also installed to gather human waste at the
bottom of train compartment, from where it goes to fermentation
tank. The material gathered is later used to produce natural gas
and fertilizers. The natural gas and fertilizers can be utilized in
railway colony. The remaining fertilizers will be utilized to
cultivate “Ratanjot”.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mitlesh R. Kushmbari

Rajkot, Gujarat

Prafullaben M. Gohel

Vishvamitra Primary School No.-52

MSB - Rajkot
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Purpose:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

The scientific principle:

Objective:

Materials used:

Method:

Students can find out the answers of their questions
without the help of teachers. They can also evaluate themselves
with entertainment.

With the help of
these instruments, students can get knowledge with
entertainment. And it will be useful to the students to develop,
their curiosity. With the help of this instrument, students can get
right answers to their questions as well as they can evaluate
themselves.

The Principle of Electricity, Conversion of the Electric energy into
light energy

To get knowledge with entertainment. To make
evaluation test them self.

6mm Plywood, pushbutton switch (4 non),
cutout switch (2non) wire eliminator, spoke of umbrella, wooden
Patti, nut bolt, fevicol, two speaker, calculator, remote switch
(3non).

Make a box like a computer with the help of 6 mm
plywood. Make its screen out of plywood. Then fix 12 nos.
Umbrellas spokes behind the screen. Then make / and x on the
screen and make holes. Put L.E.D. into these holes. Then make
four big holes and fix holders into them. Put Bulbs into them and
write A.B.C.D under these Bulbs. Then make four holes Keyboard,
fix four push button switches into it. Write A.B.C.D. under them.
Then fix a single switch on both the sides of push button switches.
Write A.B.C.D under one switch and write 50/50 under another
switch. After making this instrument, connect all these things
with wires, according to the diagram mentioned in the figure.
Speakers are connected into this instrument and question scales
are made into “Brain Lipi”, Blinds students are also use this
instrument. An instrument for Multiplication of true answers are
also be developed.

EDUCATIONAL INSTRUMENT

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Nareshbhai Dhudabhai Makwana

VII

Ahmadabad, Gujarat

Parmar Chetan Jayntibhai

Uttam Primary School,  Sakadra,

Ta. Bavala, Dist – Ahmadabad
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PURIFICATION OF AIR  (SMOKE) & WATER

IN INDUSTRIAL AREA

Rationale behind construction of the models:

Scientific Principle:-

Objectives:-

Description:-

Materials used for the construction:

Construction and working of the exhibit/model:-

Application:-

We all know that we are facing the problem of pollution like air
pollution, water pollution and disturb our environment. Through
this model we are demonstrating how we can decrease the
pollution levels.

Carbon dioxide & carbon monoxide melt in water & become
solid. To change in solid shape from wind shape.

To decrease the air pollution in the earth. To make the Earth
pollution free & to aware the people towards the pollution.

36 watts adopter, small
pump, chimney, 4 plastic boxes, plastic pipe, nozzle, plastic
elbows, kerosene, lamp, plastic tray, tub-2, pebbles, sand, coal,
dust for farm, etc…

Keep
chimney near the factory. Put lamp of kerosene under the
chimney. Arrange nozzle on the chimney. Joint pump with water
& nozzle. Arrange plastic boxes for water supply. Put pebbles,
sand and coal in the boxes. Join tube with tray & other use.

Light the pump by match. Smoke will come out
from chimney. Spray the water by pump on the smoke coming
out from chimney. There will be spray by nozzle on the smoke.
Carbon of smoke will be pure & also water will be pure.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Odedara Mohil Khimabhai

VIII

Kakaiya Vikrambhai Jesukhlal

Kumar Shala, Ishwariya

Porbandar, Gujarat
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the Model:

Scientific Principle:-

Objectives:-

Description:-

Our Country India is Wealthy in Natural Resources.
Our country is dependent on these natural recourses. The last six
decades Indian Industries have developed to a great extent. Now
a day India has become self dependent in the production of most
useful metals like iron, Steel, & Aluminium, etc. Mainly Industries
cement Industry, Leather industry, Paper Industry, Chemical &
Fertilizer, & other Agricultural Industries have developed in India.
Industrial development is mainly dependent on the basis of
scientific technological development, For the industrial progress
& development of our country, we need well trained technical
exports, Scientific attitude & a group of man power us Artist & due
to development of Industries the standard of living of the people
from Urban & Rural Areas has gone up.

Using waste items, we can earn the best & when there are less
opportunities of employment in the rural areas, we can use the
waste items that are around us & to provide employment. This is
called “ HANDICRAFT AS A SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY. “

Conversion of Human energy to small scale industry through
handicraft.

For interior decoration of house. Useful in function
& occasions. One can sell & earn money. To develop creativity.
Best usage of waste things.

We at the Navipardi Primary School have prepared
a beautiful project which can be included in a Small Scale but
valuable Handicraft Industry. It has mainly focused on the best
out of waste of materials. Like bamboo, roots of mango & chickoo
plants. Waste pieces of furniture, dried fruits, empty nests,
jewelweeds loran thus & other fungi.

HANDICRAFT AS A SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Patel Uravish Bhupatbhai

VIII

Surat, Gujarat

Patel Pragneshkumar Unkabhai

Navipardi Primary School,

At. & Post; Navipardi; Ta. Kamrej
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THE TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF

AYURVEDIC MEDICINE

Introduction:

Rationale behind the construct:

Scientific principle involved:

Construction & working:

These days we find most of the people suffer from
various diseases, which are caused due to eating junk food and
living in polluted environment. Some of the diseases are severe
and sometimes untreatable. Advances made in medical field
have made life easy but at the same time, the side effects of such
medicines are remarkable and long lasting. The present model
demonstrates the solution to the above problem. The traditional
knowledge of Vedas, Upanishads, and various writings help us to
cope up against the dreadful diseases. The traditional knowledge
of plants is also available in our books and have not been
explored completely.

1. To make people aware regarding the traditional knowledge
of our plants and make them free from disease and protect them
against the hazards of medicines.

2. To explore the qualities of medicinal plants on a large scale.

3. To develop healthy & disease free society.

The model is based on the medicinal qualities of plants. Such
Ayurvedic medicines are used to treat various disease conditions
without any side effects. Healthy man brings healthy society.

Gather the information of medicinal values of all traditional
plants. Make Charts of all such information and put the samples of
such plants either in the plastic bag, or in other forms.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Patni Sanna S.

VIII

Rajkot, Gujarat

Dalsaniya Arvindbhai

School No 8, Dhoraji
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Introduction:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

This Multipurpose Instrument converts vehicular energy. It keeps
us healthy as physical activity is involved in generating electrical
energy. We can draw water without using electricity easily. By
using 12V electric dynamo, we can generate electricity of 12V.
Thus we can use this energy for CFL bulb and small fan. We can
also use this energy for charging inverter batteries.

This instrument converts Vehicular energy To Electric Energy.
This Instrument is run by Muscular Energy. This instrument is very
simple so that everyone. Illiterate or literate can use it. This
instrument is cheap.

To save electricity. We can generate 12 V electricity by using this
instrument and can charge our mobile.

First of all we take bicycle's half body an then set the water pump
at a proper distance .So that it can easily turn on. Then bicycle's
spoke wheel and water pump is joined with leather belt and a
dynamo. Leather strip is used so as to easily turns ON. Also put
CFL bulb , 12 watt's Fan, mobile charger buzzer, switchboard set
on dynamo. The extra power of the dynamo will Store in the
battery. Pipe is put at the input and output with the water pump.

MULTI-PURPOSE INSTRUMENT

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Prajapati  Yash  Arvindbhai

VIII

Jayantibhai T. Kharadi

Kushki Primary School,

Bhiloda

Sabarkhantha,  Gujarat
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EDUCATION THROUGH SATELLITE

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Recently distant learning programs have been introduced by the
medium – BISAG in schools, which is unique from traditional
education. Here we have tried to show how distance learning
programs to students. Despite efforts by Government, there are
many children in India as well as in the world, who are still
illiterate. This project is our humble effort to spread knowledge in
remote areas.

This model is based on Information and Education Technology
which involves coding and decoding process. This is done
through transmission and reception of information through
satellite.

1) To use modern technology in connecting each & every
school with the world through satellite.

2) To expand education through this information.

Take a hard board with a laminated sheet. Prepare receiving and
transmitting centers of school/college by wooden blocks.
Prepare a tower with the help of wooden stick and a disc
prepared by paper bowl. EDUSAT and insat-3 B satellite are made
from wooden blocks. This project is based on Two-way
communication system of information Technology.

Information is transmitted in wave form from transmitting centre
to satellite. The form of transmitted information is changed by
satellite and is then received by receiving centre. Received
information is then decoded in receiving centre and the
information or waves gain its original form. This original
information (which is transmitted from studio) is then telecast.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rabari Ankita Rajeshbhai

VIII

Vadodara, Gujarat

Jayswal Pritikaben Arvindbhai

To Limda, Limda Primary School.

Ta. Waghodia.
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objective:

There are many religions in our country. Which religion shall be
followed, it's that person's personal matter and it's also in our
Indian Constitution, but with these all religions, there are many
byproducts like suspicions-superstitions. These all things are not
only in the poor and lower classes in our society but also in higher
and educated families, which effects on mental and physical
health of people and our society goes to degradation. So we are
trying positively to remove these all suspicions-superstitions by
this exhibition “REMEDY OF SUPERSTITIONS-SCIENCE AND
KNOWLEDGE”.

Generally we believe that there is no remedy of superstition. But if
we have the knowledge of science, superstition can be removed
itself for the purpose to prepare this exhibit - “REMEDY OF
SUPERSTITIONS-SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE” - is to remove
superstitions from our society.

All scientific principles are given below in the
table.

Superstition can be removed from the society. People
cannot be cheated. People shall know the reality of miracle.
People shall know the chemical reaction and superstition can be
removed.

REMEDY OF  SUPERSTITIONS-

SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rahul Chandrakant Christian

VIII

Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Shaikh Riyajuddin Nuruddin

Suthari Kumar Shala-1,

Chhipwad, Dholka
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ELECTRIC LINE CROSSING GATE

Introduction :

Scientific Principle:

Description:

Due to increasing population and increase in the number of
vehicles on the road, there is a great problem of jam at railway
crossing. A number of accidents also happen due to this. To
avoid these accidents, there is a great need of Electric Railway
Line Crossing Gate. So, we have prepared a model reflecting this
principle.

Rationale behind construction the models:

Traffic control at Railway Line Crossing gate.

Conversion of electric energy in to mechanical energy.

In this model, electric motor and battery are used. When the train
arrives near the crossing gate, the circuit will be complete and
current flows from the electric motor and the crossing gate will be
closed. After the train crosses the gate, the circuit will again be
complete and the current will flow at the reverse direction so that
the crossing gate will be opened.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rana Parth N.

XI

Patan, Gujarat

Dr. L. K. Chaudhari

Adarsh Vidhyalaya,

Rajmahel Road, Patan
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Rationale Behind Construction of the Model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

To stop pollution created by industries and mobile networking
and suggest the solutions for it.

To protect the birds and animals from getting extinct.

The electron of 'zammar' stops the radio active waves created by
mobiles and satellites.

The inter process among amino acids, starch and protein make
new cells.

To show the effect of Bio Diversity.

With the use of 'zammar', we can protect the extinct birds like
Indian sparrow, dove and eagle from waves of mobile network
we can create special sanctuary for them.

With help of calcium carbonate and lime stone calcium hydroxide
we can filtrate the polluted air removed from industries.

To stop of killing animals for meat we can create artificial meat
with the help of protein, starch and amino aside.

BIO DIVERSITY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rathod Dipak Rameshji

X

Makwana Uditkumar Ganpatlal

Amrapur Primary School,

At: Grambharti, Ta:Mansa

Gandhinagar

Gandhinagar, Gujarat
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THE USE OF SCIENTIFIC TOYS WITH

PUPPETS IN EDUCATION

Rationale behind construction of the Exhibit:

Scientific Principles:

Objectives:-

Materials Used:-

Description: -

JCB: -

Lift: -

Jet plane: -

Submarine:-

Hovercraft: -

Dancing doll: -

Balancing pipe: -

To explain the
scientific principles through experiments. Puppets are the toys
through which the students understand the principles easily and
with interest. Difficult points can easily be explained.

Newton's three principles, principles of
centre of gravity, air pressure and hydraulic system.

To explain any difficult point relating to scientific
principle easily and interestingly. To fulfill students' curiosity. To
cultivate creativity in students. To uplift students' thinking power.
To give knowledge with activity. Best out of waste.

Puppets, thermocol sheets, plywood, injections,
balloons, paper dish, plastic glass, water bottles, waste CD, straw,
PVC pipe, soft tubes

Scientific toys

10 injections are attached to the plywood JCB model. A pair
of injections is fitted with a soft plastic tube to each other the way
that passes through the water to show hydraulic power system.

A thermocole lift is prepared. Two injections are fitted to
each other with a tube in a way that it passes through the water
to show hydraulic power system.

Make a model of a jet plane. And fix a straw to it and
pass a thread from it. Tie a balloon to the rare end of the straw.
Release the air from the balloon, the plane will run to the opposite
direction.

A hole is made in a vacant bottle and it is attached
with long tube. Three holes are done on the lower side of the
bottle and a weight is placed. As the toy is put in the water, air
enters into the bottle through tube the air takes the place of
water and bottle floats.

Fix an injection to the CD and tie a balloon on
injection. Blow the balloon and lose it. The model will float on the
floor.

Make a paper doll. The hands of the doll should
be long. Tie weights to the hands and stand it on the thread. It
will balance.

Take a PVC pipe and cut one end at 45 degrees.
Make one or two holes over it and make sure the center of gravity
and attach it with a bottle with little water to balance the pipe.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ravat Priya Ratilal

VI

Chudasama Nita Bhikhubhai

Ranabordi Primary School

Ranabordi. Ta:-Ranavan

Porbandar, Gujarat
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the exhibit:

Scientific Principle:

Required Materials:

Construction and Working:

Applications:

In the twenty first century, road accidents and traffic jams are big
challenges. Most of the people don't know about traffic rules.
With the help of this model, we can improve traffic jams and
accidents

Provide best sense about traffic rules and reduce accident to
common people.

Work on traffic rules

Hardboard, Thermo Cole, Buzzers, Bulbs, Toys, etc……

First take hardboard on this fix thermocole sheet. After that draw
road on it. Put a sign board of traffic rules.

Due to road accidents, many precious lives are lost. So
information about traffic rules is important.

TRAFFIC RULES AND COMMUNICATION

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Shaktishi Somarsung Jadeja

VII

Patan, Gujarat

Mahadevbhai Valabhai Chaudhari

Zazam, Zazam Primary School

Mujpur Srimati V.M. Trivedi

Primary Girls School
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SCIENTIFIC WAY FOR SELF-LEARNING OF

BASIC MATHS

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Materials used:

Description:

Geo board:

Venn figure:

Fun of math's Snake ladders:

Mathematical instruments:

Formulas of expansion:

It works on the principle of Pythagoras,
Nityasam, basic concepts of mathematics.

To understand the basics of math's like… addition,
subtraction, degree, under root, etc. To understand the circle by
Geo Board. To understand the Venn figures. To identify the
formula's signs of mathematical instruments. To understand the
expansion formulae. To find the areas of regular as well as
irregular figures. To understand the figures and place values. To
develop creativity in students.

Hard board, Nails, Wire, L.E.D. Lamp, Switch, Cell,
Rubber bends, Drawing seat, Baton Patti, Color, Marker pen,
Marbles dice.

Knowledge of numbers: By using marbles one can
understand the places of figures like one, ten, hundred, thousand
etc.

One can find circumference diameter, Radius, Chord
of Circle and understand it.

To find areas of regular and irregular figures: Using rubber bend
one can calculate the areas of square, rectangle, triangle etc.

One can orally Calculate the signs, definitions and
sums of set, subset, equal set, disjoint set, union set intersect-set.

Projection of Rational as well as irrational figures: With the help of
the principle of Pythagoras one can understand rational and
irrational figures.

With the help of dice one can
understand sums, deduction, degree, under root etc. Orally as
well as practically.

Identify the formulas and signs
using L.E.D Lights, Not only that but also clarity either it is right or
wrong.

To prepare formulas such as (a+b) , (a-
b) , (a+b+c) etc. By using the model.

2

2 2

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sindhi Sahil A.

VIII

Kheda, Gujarat

Patel Pannaben Bhikhabhai

Prathmik Kumarshala, Atarsumba.

Address: Atarsumba ,Ta:Kapadwanj
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Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the exhibit:

Scientific principle:

Materials used for construction:

Construction and Working of the exhibit:

Applications:

As we all know today the whole world is facing
global warming and is struggling to get clean energy. That is
why, it is obvious that all attention is drawn towards
unconventional energy. Today we can say Gujarat is solar capital
of India, as there are seventeen working solar project situated.
Now, let's know about one such superb solar project which name
is “Canal Top Solar Power.”

1. To provide low-cost electricity to rural houses.

2. To save thousands of acres of land (to produce electricity) from
special use.

3. Reduce lakhs of tons of Co2 from mixing in air.

To produce electricity with solar energy and water energy.

Solar panel (model), two motors working by D.C. Power
(Dynamo),one canal type model, houses made from cover of a
book, straw, LED light, etc.

As shown in picture there is one model filled with water made
from iron sheet. On the canal there are solar panels tied
according to necessity. Under that solar panel, a turbine is fitted
which can touch the filled water. To collect the electricity,
transformer grid is put near to this.

1. There is no need of special land to produce electricity in this
project.

2. Every year ninety lakes liter water can be saved from
evaporation.

3. Ratio of solar panel production can be increased up to
15%.

4. Electricity transmission loss can be decreased.

CANAL TOP SOLAR POWER

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Solanki Jaypal Bhagavatsinh

VII

Shri Juni Barpatoli Primary

School, Ta-Rajula

Amreli, Gujarat

Sondagar Manishbhai Nathabhai
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WHY SOAP BUBBLE IS ROUND

Introduction:

Rationale Behind Construction of the Model:

Scientific Principle:

Description:

Why soap bubble is spherical? This is in accordance with the
nature's law of economizing quantities which are variable in a
natural phenomenon. In case of a soap bubble the quantity of air
blown inside the bubble is constant and therefore soap film must
assume such shape as to make surface area least. In mathematics
if the volume inside a closed surface is constant, then surface area
will be least if the shape of the bubble is spherical. (The result is
well known but proof require calculus of variation.)

Why the soap bubbles gets round in shape that can be
understood by mathematical principle.

Get information about Fermat Point, Plateau's law and Margoni
effect.

Principle of Fermat Point. If the area of a closed curve is constant
then its perimeter is least when the curve is circle. Principle of
area minimization. Plateau's Law. Calculation of variation.

Mix well 1/3 cup of dish wash liquid and 1/3 cup of glycerin in
water. Mathematical shape like triangle, square, rectangle etc can
be prepare with help of gas welding of bicycle. Spoke Fermat
point can be obtain by dipping this shape in above prepare liquid.
Soap film always meet in three along edge called plateaus border
and they do so at angle across (-1/2) =120. Plateau's border meet
in four at a vertex and they do so at an angle of across (-1/3) =
109.47.Equation of calculation of variation.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Solanki Sanjaykumar Prabhatji

VIII

Gandhinagar, Gujarat

Kadia Hetal Shankarbhai

Hirapura-Jagdevpura Primary School,

Ta. Dahegam
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Introduction:

The Scientific Principle Involved:

Description:

Construction and working

Application:

In recent times, the world is facing acute shortage
of fuel, water, electricity. The prices of crude, coal, gas , petrol,
diesel have gone up steadily. We have conceived the project of
Boat run by Solar & Wind renewable energies thereby saving
common man from pollution & economic disaster & to earn
handsome income.

Rationale behind construction of the exhibit:

To increase efficiency of the present machine and to get
renewable energy which is pollution free by tide.

1. Solar energy – to mechanical energy via electrical energy.

2. Kinetic energy- to mechanical & then it to electrical & back to
kinetic- mechanical energy in turn.

3. Alternate energy can be produced and stored at house near
sea-shore, which can be utilized by boat when needed.

4. Solar and wind together when used complimentary to each
other and give efficient model.

materials

Vertical axis wind turbine, generator, battery charger, solar
penal, solar & wind energy producer/ storage capacity House/
building.

A boat is prepared from the wood. Solar panel is connected at
the roof of the boat by thorough examination of A- ends are
connected to D.C. motor kept in front side of boat. Also connect
the axis turbine generator in parallel to the D.C. motor.
Motorboat starts when engine 4.5 K.W. energy is achieved. 4.5 x
2.5 mt area can produce 3.5 K.W. energy connection of there
vertical axis turbine 4.00 x 3.0 K.W.

1. Solar & wind energy is used which is free from pollution and
free of cost.

2. Saves coal, gas, crude, diesel and petrol.

3. Sea journey is undertaken at a minimum cost with no
pollution. Can be applied in Ponds/Lakes /Water parks for
entertainment. Oil pollution in the sea will come to almost zero
level. It is beneficial for the fishermen.

SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY BOAT

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sunilkumar Lakshybhai Waghat

Jhinabhai C. Patel

Shramjivi Madhyamik Shala

Tithal Road, Valsad

Valsad, Gujarat
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SOLAR PROJECTOR

Rationale behind construction of the models:-

Scientific Principle:-

Objectives:-

Description:-

With the advancement in technology, there has been
tremendous increase in using various equipments for various
purposes. In education, projector is one of the significant
instruments to magnify the image on slides/transparencies. But,
the current projector is quite costly as well as consuming
electricity. The present model is an attempt to produce a low cost
projector, which can be easily handled in classroom.

1. Reflection of light

2. Refraction of light

1. To prepare low cost Overhead Projector

2. To utilize the non conventional source – solar energy and
save electricity

Arrange convex lens on the hard board according to the line
diagram.

Arrange the concave lens (450) on the “F” focal point of
biconvex lens.

Arrange slide stand in front of the concave lens and connect
the whole equipment with table.

Arrange this table to get maximum light on the lens. The
mirror is placed in such a way that the reflected light incident
on convex lens.

This light ultimately fall at the center of the concave lens and
then to the curtain from the slide.

�

�

�

�

�

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Suraniya Prakash  D.

Rajkot, Gujarat

Mukeshbhai Siroya

Shri  Primary School  No- 6, Dhoraji

Rajkot
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Introduction:

Rationale Behind Construction of the Model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

“GLOBAL WARMING” & “ACID RAIN” have become a major
problem for the whole world. Due to above mentioned
problems the snow in to the Polar Regions is melting quite a lot
and if such condition continues for some more years, it will
threaten the existence of life on the earth.

To create awareness about ACID RAIN and global warming in the
society. To let the world know the harmful effects of pollution.
To give information about the biological diversity of the world.

Heat converts the solid form into the liquid.

To give knowledge for reduction of pollution created by
industries. To give information of botanical garden and
zoological grade. To create awareness among the society about
the harmful effects of pollution on the Taj Mahal.

Cut the cardboard to create mount shaped model and then paste
the white cotton on it. Then make the factories and trees by the
cards. Make the river by the same and use the thermocol particle
to make the river flow. By burning incense stick and solar plate
make the model working. Create the solar house and green
house as a solution for reducing the pollution created by the
industries, make the model completed.

GLACIER MELTING

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Thakor Kishan Kaluji

VIII

Saraiya Riteshkumar M.

Shree Kanchanpura  Primary School

Taluka : Sami

Patan, Gujarat
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MULTI-PURPOSE ROBOT

Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Description:

The need of Robots is increasing nowadays in all types of
industries and in farming as well. Work becomes easy by robots
or machines. In Japan, Robots do all manual works which were
earlier done by man. In this Project we have made multi-purpose
Robot.

We know the water supply pipe get damaged and children
fell in open bore well. At that time, with the help of Robots, we
can know the position of child and we can send food and
water and oxygen to him/her. It will be useful to take samples
of oil from the ONGC pipelines. So we made multi-purpose
Robot which can be used by all.

Electic energy is converted into motion energy and motion
energy is converted into mechanical energy. Gravitation
becomes weak against friction.

This Robot is run by 12 volt battery or by an electric
transformer. To make Robot first take hollow iron pipe. One pipe
on either sides join up and below three small iron plates with iron
welding at the end part of pipe. Now fix a iron plate to Allium's
Three plate with nut and bolt three tyres at Aluminum plate
at both sides and up and down fix a 10 i.e.. Gear motor. Of 12
volts battery with upper part of three tires and joined with
power supply and operate it. With remote control or switch,
put a web camera to the lower part of robot and join it with a
laptop and put the Robot in hollow pipe. To stick Robot
with pipe, yhe tires are kept tight with spring tension. Thus
friction force will be produced - between tyres and pipe. Thus
Robot will move up and Down in pipe by Remote control or
switch. Due to web camera at front side of Robot , it gives all
details in laptop of inside the pipe. Thus we can know the
position of it.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Trivedi Ankita Vinubhai

VI

Solanki Pravinsinh .H.

Mujpur Srimati V.M. Trivedi

Primary Girls School

Patan, Gujarat
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Rationale behind construction and model:

Scientific Principles:

Objectives:

Description:

It works using the wind - energy . It helps in saving petrol-diesel on
the road in bridge.

Conversion of wind-energy into kinetic energy. Kinetic energy
into light-energy. Light-energy into mechanical – energy.
Conversion of solar-energy into light-energy.

To save sources like petrol and diesel. To avoid accidents on road.
To use the renewable sources like wind.

In this model we have used 2-3 plywood sheets, mechanism parts
kit, electric-motor, rubber, printer-ribbon, radium drawing sheet,
solar-plate, hardboard, lamps, fevi-quick, fevicol. First of all, we
have to design the bridge. We have to make construction pillars.
Then, we have to put them on some distances on the bridge.

On these pillars, we have to arrange wind-mill. We have to put
turbine on each wind-mill. Or else, we have to join big sap tings
with the centre of each wind-mill. We have to keep the length of
the sap tings as per width of the bridge. The sap tings must be
much outside of the bridge because we have to put wheels on
the other side. Then, we put some belts on each wheel. When,
the wind-mill moves with the force of the wind, the sap tings
comes in motion. And so each wheel moves. These wheels move
the small belt. And these small belt move the big belt on which
the vehicles pass move. These sap tings, wheels and big belt help
the vehicles to move on the bridge without using petrol, diesel in
closed condition.

MOVING BRIDGE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ulva Balu Rudabhai

VIII

Mori Rajabhai Bhikhubhai

Bhuvakeda Nesh Primary School,

Bhuvakeda, Balej.

Porbandar, Gujarat
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SMART PARKING

Introduction:

Rationale behind construction of the model:

Scientific Principle:

Objectives:

Description:

Over the years, the number of vehicles have
increased. Due to this, the problem of traffic and parking has
evolved. The roads have lost their width. Due to lack of proper
space, people have to park their vehicles helter-skelter anywhere.
Moreover, they have to pay much for parking. Accidents have
increased. I hope that an innovative thought of “Smart Parking”
will be helpful to prevent this problem.

To awaken the “global society” about the problem of traffic.

To reduce accidents.

To park a large number of vehicles in the small space.

Saving fuel and increase mileage.

Too much utility in the small area.

To increase mileage and fuel efficiency.

To save space and avoid Traffic rush.

To avoid accidents

First of all, take a plywood sheet of 2 x 3 in
measurement. Put a hole in its centre. Moreover cut an acrylic
sheet in a round shape. Prepare four to five such round sheets.
Six poles of steel should be arranged with the measure of six
inches in this acrylic sheet and make four cuts on to them.
Moreover put pole from the hole done downside in an aluminum
frame. Set the wheel with Direct current Motor at the down side.
Do the welding of the lift with the bolt set into the pole. Join the
motor with the switch. The model starts working. Then park the
vehicles or cars there. The Model works with the innovative
thought of smart parking. The Model indicates four to five storied
parking zone. The vehicles or cars put at the down stair reaches
one by one as per space with the help of lift. Thus, “smart parking
system works in a smarter way”

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Vaghela Narpatsinh Metabsinh

VIII

Modi Amitkumar Dhanjibahi

Ramnagar  Primary School, Ramnagar

Ta-Dantiwada

Banaskantha, Gujarat
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THE GREEN ENERGY BUILDING

The Model of the green Energy building will harvest water and
material resources. The chief Principle of the model is
conservation of natural resources & energy. This includes use of
less water, optimizing energy efficiency and providing healthier
space for occupants. These buildings can be designed
methodically by following steps:

Optimize use of interior space through careful design.

Uses of high level of insulation, high performance windows
and tight construction.

Design building to use renewal energy resource, passive
solar heating, day lighting, and natural cooling etc.

Design water efficient and low maintenance landscape.

Recycling of water used in kitchen, sinks, showers and
washing of clothes for irrigation purposes in same area

The model will carry some unique features which will make it
exclusive in terms of utility and environment friendly outcomes.
Its unique features are: Emissions Reduction, water conservation,
Temperature moderation, waste reduction, Improved health and
healthier life style and recreation. The utility of this model make it
applicable in various domains of life such as: ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL and ECONOMICAL.

The green energy building model is with unique and advance
features. It saves energy for better use in different domains of life.

�

�

�

�

�

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Aditi  Maulekhi

IX

Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh

Dipti Sharma

J P Vidya Mandir
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Thermocol contains an important thermoplastic compound,
called polystyrene which is obtained by the polymerization of
styrene or phenylethene. It respond very slowly to bacterial
decomposition in the soil, making it infertile, releases poisonous
gases on burning, cause respiratory problems, or even death.
Styrene is used extensively in the manufacture of plastic, rubber
& resins.

Polystyrene is non- biodegradable substance with in a reasonably
short period of time after customary disposal & it contributes
toward environmental pollution. Therefore, in this project I have
tried to recycle it eco- friendly into “Multipurpose Adhesive
Waterproof Solution''.

Take 5ml CCl (Carbon tetrachloride) or CH Cl (ethylene
Chloride) in a round bottom flask or beaker & 2.5 gms and add
small pieces of thermocol and stir it with a glass rod. An adhesive,
sticky & waterproof solution will form without land filling or
burning & throwing in water.

C H CH-=CH+CCl (-CH =CHC H ) (Multipurpose Adhesive
Waterproof Solution) forming Polystyrene with lower average
molecular mass

To fill the cracks, joints, gaps between the tiles, marbles etc., to
maintain the roads, to polish (lamij=nate) wooden surface, to
stop the leakages of water taps basin & buckets etc., to stop the
roof leakages, to laminate the important document certificates &
art painting & photographs etc. & to pest the sun mica on board.

With the help of this project we can minimize the adverse effects
on environmental pollution in order to Combating the Global
Climatic Change in future.

Procedure:-

Uses:-

Conclusion:-

4 2 2

6 5 4 2 6 5 n→

ECOLOGICAL RECYCLING OF THERMOCOL

OR POLYETHENE INTO MULTI-PURPOSE

ADHESIVE WATERPROOF SOLUTION

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Nancy Sharma

XI

Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh

Nand Kishore Sharma

GSSS Panjgain
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JCB Works

The present model is based on Pascal's Law, “A change in
pressure at any point in an enclosed fluid at rest is transmitted
undiminished to all points in the fluid”. The nomenclature of the
Model is named after the person Joseph Cyril Bamford who set
up in a garage, and the first product developed was a farm trailer
made of scrap, or as would now be called recycled metal and
surplus parts, mainly an old jeep axle.

This Working Model is constructed with help of

1)Waste Wooden Materials

2)Syringes,

3)Connecters

4)Nails

5)Water as Hydraulic Fluid

Hydraulic systems use an incompressible fluid, such as oil or
water, to transmit forces from one location to another within the
fluid. In this model there is hydraulic system which use an
incompressible fluid (Water) in its operation.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Saurbh

IX

Una, Himachal Pradesh

Chandresh  Kumar

GMS Nagarwala
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It is a well known fact that the suicide cases in India are increasing
at an alarming rate. It has been observed that Maximum Suicide
cases happen around bridges, especially which have depth. The
endeavor of this study is thus to devise a system which not only
helps in desisting the suicide attempts but also has a mechanism
to save the life of the individual. The Major Objectives of the study
are as follows

To provide a solution to arrest the suicide rate around the
bridges.

To catch the monkeys around the bridge, who can then be
sterilized to check their growing population.

To check the water pollution effected by the travelers and
local population.

On both sides above the pavement will be a catchment box. Just
above the catchment box, a movable slab is present which when
stepped on, gives way to the catchment box. Both Sides have
fencing. Also hangs around the bridge is a net. Thus, as soon as
one tries to commit suicide and steps on the slab, he falls into the
catchment box. The catchment box has an alarm system, which
immediately sends signals to the security room bringing in much
needed help to the falling person.

�

�

�

SAVE HUMAN LIFE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Shivali Sharma

IX

Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh

Sonika & Pooja

Alpha Sen Sec School  Berthin
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COOL YOUR HOME THE NATURAL WAY

The project design provide a suitable cooling system in the
kitchen during summer that should balance both the conflicting
requirements i.e., keep the temperature controlled and be safe
while ensuring no adverse effect on cooking efficiency. Kitchen
heating appliances have to be operated all the time hence our
cooling system should aim at preventing or undoing the effect of
heat. To do this, we can employ following preventive or curative
methods: -

Preventing solar radiations falling directly on the roof of the
kitchen by interposing a medium / media and making use of Laws
of Reflection of Radiations, as well as transmission of heat by
Conduction and Convection. We have considered two
alternative materials as reflectors in this approach: Silvered Glass
Mirrors and White Glazed Tiles. Both of these materials are easily
available in the local markets. These can be easily supported on
bricks or plastic blocks, making space between the roof-top and
the mirrors / tiles for free air circulation. These are to be slightly
spaced to allow free escape of air and not letting it entrapped
between the roof and the reflectors. Since the reflectors are
loosely supported on bricks, these can be removed and stacked,
separately and safely, either in a store or at one corner of the roof
during winters

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Srishti Gupta

VII

Bilaspur, Himachal Pradesh

Shalini Dhiman

Glory Public School Bilaspur
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Aim:

Conclusion:

To manage the solid waste generated in our city in a
beneficial way and to convert it into alternate source of energy
and to keep the environment clean and green.

Therefore, I mean to keep the environment clean
and green by drawing the concern of the society towards the
enormous amount of solid waste generated every year. The solid
waste which is curse to the society, if managed effectively and
efficiently, can fulfill energy crises and make the environment
healthier which can become boon to the country.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Adiba Parween

X

Dhanbad, Jharkhand

Sujata Singh

Kids Garden Sec. School

Sindri Road, Jharia,  Jharkhand
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In the developing world, washing laundry is a difficult, time-
consuming task that falls solely on women. Mothers and
daughters typically spend 8 hours each week scrubbing each
piece of their family's clothing and wringing out the harsh
washing solution by hand. Powered washing machines exit, but
they are impractical in rural regions because running water and
electric are expensive or unavailable. Several groups already tried
to build machines for these regions but they have been
unsuccessful. Their machines were either expensive to build and
repair because they require imported parts or they do not wash
effectively.

Our invention is a low cost, pedal-powered washing machine
that is designed around readily available parts. Its innovation is its
simple design and its use of inexpensive iron sheet barrels and
bicycle components. It is reliable, easy to operate and uses no
electricity.

BICYCLE OPERATED WASHING MACHINE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Aiyaz Ahmad

IX

Ranchi, Jharkhand

Ravi Bhushan Pathak

St. Paul's  H.S.  Church Road,

Ranchi, Jharkhand
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VEGETABLES BECOMING HARMFUL

FOR HEALTH DUE TO PESTICIDES

Pesticides are designed to kill and because their mode of action is
not specific to one. They often kill or harm other organisms, pests
including humans. The WHO estimates that there are 3 million
cases of pesticide poisoning each year and up to 220,000 deaths,
primarily in developing countries. The application of pesticides is
often not very precise and unintended exposures occur to other
organisms in the general area where pesticides are applied.

Children, young and developing organisms are particularly
vulnerable to the harmful effects of pesticides. Even very low
levels of exposure during development may have adverse health
effects. Pesticide exposure can cause a range of neurological
health effects such as memory loss, loss of coordination, reduced
speed of response to stimuli, reduced visual ability, altered or
uncontrollable mood and general behavior and reduced motor
skills. These symptoms are often very subtle and may not be
recognized by the medical community as a clinical effect.

Other possible health effects include allergies and
hypersensitivity and pesticide exposure is also liked with cancer,
hormone disruption and problems with reproduction and total
development.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Akanksha Choubey

IX

Garhwa, Jharkhand

Md. Maqsud Alam

B.S.K.D Public School

Court Road, Garhwa,  Jharkhand
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ty fo|qr mtkZ %& fxjrs gq, ;k cgrs gq, ty dh mtkZ ls tks
fo|qr mRiUu gksrh gS mls ty fo|qr mtkZ dgrs gSaA ty ls fo|qr
mRiUu djus esa iz;qDr gksusokys la;a= dks ty fo|qr la;a= dgrs
gSaA fxjrs gq, ty fd mtkZ }kjk VjckbZu mtkZ dk ,d uohdj.kh;
L=ksr gSA og dHkh lekIr ugha gksxkA ty fo|qr dks pykdj
tfu= dks pyk;k tkrk gS] ftlls fo|qr dh mRifRr gksrh gSA ty
fo|qr 'kfDr la;a= ÅWps cka/k ds tyk'k; esa lafpr ty dh fLFkfrt
mtkZ dks fo|qr mtkZ esa :ikUrfjr dj nsrk gSA cgrs ty dh mtkZ]
ty mtkZ dgykrh gSA cgrs ty dh mtkZ oLrqr% lkSj mtkZ dk
,d vizR;{k L=ksr gSA dkj.k ;g gS fd ;g lkSj mtkZ gh gS tks ty
pØ ds :i esa ty dks iquZpkd`r djrh gSA og ;gh ty gS tks
rr~i'pkr ufn;ksa esa cgrk gS vkSj gesa ty mtkZ miyC/k djkrk gSA
tc igkM+ ij fLFkr tyk'k; ls ikuh mPp nkc ds lkFk fxjrk gS
rks VjckbZu dk CysM ?kqeus yxrk gSA VjckbZu dh nwjh ls tfu=
layXu gksrh gS ftls tfu= pyus yxrk gSA tfu= ds pyus ls
fo|qr dk mRiknu izkjEHk gks tkrk gSA gekjs ns'k esa mRikfnr dqy
fo|qr 'kfDr dk yxHkx ,d pkSFkkbZ ;ksxnku ty fo|qr }kjk fn;k
tkrk gSA

HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Alok  Das

X

Koderma, Jharkhand

Syed Pervez Akhtar

S.V. +2 H.S. Markacho

Koderma, Jharkhand
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TIDAL POWER PLANT

The rise of sea water due to gravitational pull of the moon is called
high tide whereas fall of water is called low tide. Tidal waves on
the sea build up and recede twice a day. Movement of enormous
amount of water in tides provides a very large source of energy in
coastal areas of the world. Our model demonstrates the
conversion of this energy into electrical energy by constructing
tidal barrage across the narrow opening of the sea.

During high tide, the level of water in the sea is high, sea water
flows into the reservoir the movement of turbines turns the
generator to produce electricity and during low tide water stored
in the reservoir flows out into the sea. This flowing water again
turns the turbine and generates electricity.

Some potential sites for tidal energy in India are:-

1. Gulf of Kutch in Gujrat.

2. Cambay in Gujarat

3. Sunderban along east coast in Bengal.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Amidha Priya

IX

Khunti, Jharkhand

M. Gouri Shankar

S.S. Dav Centenary Public School,

Khunti, DAV Road, Khunti,

Jharkhand
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fo"k; &

midj.k&

lksyj fpeuh ds fy, &

jpuk &

lksyj fpeuh ds fy, &

fØ;kfof/k %& lksyj fpeuh ds fy, %&

lksyj fpeuh ds fy,%&

buds ykHk &

fo|qr dh deh vkSj c<+rh Xykscy okWjfeax dks jksdukA

lksyj ,0lh0 ds fy, ydM+h] okVj ikbi] bZVas] LVksjst
ckDl vkSj dkyk isaVA

dkyk IyksfFku lhV] dhy] dkyk isaV]
Vjckbu ,oa xsyoksuksehVjA

ydM+h dk ,d NksVk ?kj cuk;kA dkyk fd;k isaV okyk
fpeuh dks tksM+kA ,d ehVj xM~<+s ls okVj ikbi dks ?kj ds ¶yksj ls
tksM+k rFkk esa bZaV vkSj ty dks feyk fn;kA

,d dkyk 'khV dks fpeuh ds ¶yksj ij
j[kkA fpeuh ds eqgkus ij dqN Vjckbu dks tksM+dj mlds Åij
dkys IyksfFku 'khV dks mYVs Nkrs dh Hkkafr QSyk fn;kA Vjckbu dks
xsyoksuksehVj ls Mk;ukseks esa tksM+ fn;kA ;g fctyh lafpdk djsxk
tks fd ,d vuohdj.kh; L=ksr gSA

lw;Z dh fdj.k fpeuh ij
iM+rs gh fpeuh dk rki c<+ tk,xkA ogkW ls xeZ gok mij mBsxkA
fpeuh dk rki c<+us ds dkj.k ogkW fuEu nkc dk {ks= cusxkA vfr
fuEu nkc ds gksus ls mPp nkc dh gok fuEu nkc dh vksj xfr ls
c<+sxhA bl rjg xeZ gok fpeuh ds lgkjs ?kj ls ckgj fudy tkrh
gSA vc bVksa esa feyk ikuh ls gok ueh ds lkFk okVj ikbi ds lgkjs
?kj esa izos'k djrh gS tks ,d izd`frd ,0lh0 cu tkrk gSA ;g ,d
vuohdj.kh; L=ksr gSA

tc lw;Z dk izdk'k fpeuh ij iM+rk gS rks
fpeuh esa dkyk fd;k isaV ds dkj.k m"ek dk rki vR;kf/kd c<+rk gS
ftlls ogkW dh gok mPp nkc ls fuEu nkc dh vksj rhoz xfr ls
fudyrh gS ftlls fpeuh ds eqgkus ij j[kk Vjckbu ?kwerk gS vkSj
/khjs&/khjs rsth vkrh gS vkSj Mk;useks ds ek/;e ls fctyh lafpr gksrh
gSA bls xsyoksuksehVj ds ek/;e ls ns[kk tk ldrk gSA

;g gesa vkfFkZd :i ls fctyh iznku djrh gSA ;g
Xykscy okjfeax dks de djrh gSA bl m"ek&mtkZ dks e:LFkyh;
{ks= esa mi;ksx fd;k tk ldrk gS tks ,d vuohdj.kh; L=ksr gSA

xM~<+s

SOLAR  A.C.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Amrit Horo

X

Ranchi, Jharkhand

Sanjeet Mandal

Prakash High School

Hulhundu, Ranchi,  Jharkhand
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DISATER PREPAREDNESS

Topic -

Theory -

Brief -

Advantages:

Cloud burst Safety

Artificial rain by the help of colloidal gas or dust particles.

Cloud seeding by gas (like silver iodide/ Dry ice/silicon
dioxide) through aeroplane. Two burner or generator of silver
iodide solution filled with high pressure fixed in the plane. For
artificial raining, plane have to fly in opposite direction of air
targeted area and start the generator on proper cloud and gas
will expand cloudy area.

Flying authority will decide to use the planes on the basis of
weather reports or dates. Crystal structure of these gases like
natural ice. Dry ice reduces the temperature of water vapors at
00c and artificial raining starts.

Can mitigate Uttarakhand like disasters, and help
in bringing rain in drought hit areas, cropping, ecological
balance, etc.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Anand  Kumar

VII

Dhanbad, Jharkhand

Harendra Kumar Singh

Middle School,

Town Area, Dhanbad,
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dsys dk ikS/kk uk flQZ Lokfn"V ,oa ikSf"Vd Qy gesa nsrk gS cfYd
csdkj ekus tkus okys blds FkEc ls flYd xzsM /kkxs dk fuekZ.k
fd;k tk ldrk gSA lHkh osjk;Vh ds ikS/kksa esa /kkxk izpwj ek=k esa
ik;k tkrk gS fo'o Hkj esa bl izkd`frd fVdkÅ] pedhys]
ck;ksMhxzsMscy flYd /kkxs dh ek¡x vkus okys le; ls c<+us dh
izcy laHkkouk gSA bldk oSKkfud uke gSA

dsys ds FkEc dks fofHkUu lkbt eSa yEcor :i ls dkV dj mls
ikuh esa Mqck dj ;k lh/ks rkSj ij e'khu esa Mky dj /kkxk fudkyk
tkrk gS] mls iqu% esa dj lq[kk fn;k tkrk gSA bl
rjg ls izkIr /kkxksa dks cukuk flYd /kkxk dgrs gSA blesa eq[;r%
lsyqykst gksrk gSA bl rjg ls igys ,xzhdYpj
osLV le>s tkus okys dsys ds FkEc dks mc vPNh xq.koÙkk okys
flYd xzsM /kkxkas dk dPpk eky ds :i esa mi;ksx fd;k tk ldrk
gSA blds mijh lq[ks ,oa dkys fNydks dk mi;ksx ysnj ,oa Vk;j
dks jaxus esa fd;k tkrk gSA

Musa Acuminata

Alcohol Bleach

(Carbohyadrate)

EXTRACTION & USE OF BANANA SILK

GRADE FIBERS FROM PLANT WASTE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Anisha Parveen

X

Govt. +2 H.S. Barajamda Chaibasa,

W. Singhbhum, Jharkhand

W. Singhbhum, Jharkhand

Amod Kumar Mishra
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Hkwfe ij ekuo tfur xfrfof/k;k¡

Hkwfe gekjh ,d vewY; laink gS gekjh gjsd xfrfof/k;k¡ izR;{k :i
ls Hkwfe ls tqM+h gqbZ gSA i`Foh ds /kjkry dk 1@4 Hkkx Hkwfe gS ijUrq
orZeku esa bl Hkwfe dk yxHkx vk/kk Hkkx /kqohZ; {ks= e:LFkyksa rFkk
ioZrksa ds :i esa gksus ls euq"; ds mi;ksx ;ksX; ugha gSA bl izdkj
orZeku le; esa i`Foh dk dsoy 280 yk[k oxZ ehy {ks= gh vkokl
rFkk vU; dk;ksZ ds ;ksX; Hkwfe gSA

Hkwfe ij ekuo tfur xfrfof/k;k¡ ;k Hkw&iznw"k.k & tula[;k o`f)
'kgjhdj.k vkfn ds dkj.k euq";ksa }kjk Å¡ps&Å¡ps dkj[kkuksa] ?kj]
gksVy vkfn rks cukrs gSa ijUrq mu lcdks cukus ds nkSjku ;k cukus
ds ckn gq, iznw"k.k dks vuns[kk dj fn;k tkrk gS tks ekuo dh
lcls cM+h xyrh gS A

Hkwfe iznq"k.k rFkk Hkw&{kj.k ds L=ksr fuEufyf[kr gS %&

1- ?kjsyw vif'k"V 2- uxjikfydk vif'k"V 3- vkS/kksfxd
vif'k"V 4- d`f"k vif'k"V 5- jklk;fud vif'k"V

1- vof'k"V inkFkksZ dk leqfpr fu{ksiu fd;k tkuk pkfg,A
fofHkUu vof'k"Vksa fu{ksiu vusd fof/k;ksa ds leUo; }kjk
larks"kizn <ax ls fd;k tk ldrk gSA

2- ukxfjdksa dks pkfg, fd os vius ?kjksa dk dqM+k&dpjk lM+d
ij uk Qsad dj bl gsrw LFkkfir dpjk ik=ksa esa gh QsadsA

3- uxjikfydk rFkk uxjfuxe laLFkkuksa dks pkfg, fd os
vof'k"V fu{ksi.k dks leqfpr izkFkfedk nsaA

4- vkS/kksfxd laLFkkuksa dks vius vif'k"V inkFkksZ dh fu{ksi.k dk
leqfpr O;oLFkk dh tkuh pkfg,A

5- e`nk {kj.k rFkk Hkw mR[kUu ls gksus okys e`nk ákl dks de djus
ds mik;ksa dks vey esa yk;k tkuk pkfg,A

Hkwfe iznw"k.k ds jksdFkke ds mik;

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ankita Kumari

VIII

Hazaribag, Jharkhand

St. Teresa Balika H.S.

Dudhani, Dumka
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bl izfdz;k ls lcls igys 'kgjksa esa gks jgs dwMs ls xanxh tks QSyrh
gS( mUgsa ge fidlZ }kjk ¼dpM+s mBkus okys½ vyx&vyx dwMs nku
esa rfjds ls j[krs gS vkSj tSls ,yqehfu;e] fVu] jcj IykfLVd]
diMk] dkxt] dk¡p] ydMh dk VqdMk bR;kfn gSA bls ge lQkbZ
dj ds mls fQj ls mi;ksx esa vkus okyh oLrq rS;kj djrs gSaA vkt
dy IykfLVd dks can djus ds fy, ljdkj cgqr ,sls&,sls dne
mBk jgh gS] fdUrq IykfLVd can gksus dk uke gh ugh ys jgk gSA
blfy, ,slh oLrq cukbZ tk, dh mls ckgj QSadus dh ukScr u vk,
vkSj tSls cps gq, tks tyus okyh oLrqvksa dks bDdBk dj mls gksij
}kjk tDlu esa igq¡pk fn;k tkrk gS vkSj mls tgk¡ xeZ gksus okyh
ikuh ds VSad gS] tykus ds fy, rS;kj djrs gSA

tSlk dh ge lHkh tkurs gSa fd FkeZy ikoj IykaV dks;yk }kjk
tykdj Hkki rS;kj fd;k tkrk gS] ij geus dks;ys dh txg bl
dwMs ls gh tykdj Hkki rS;kj djrs gSA ftl Hkki }kjk Vkjokbu
?kqerk gS vkSj fctyh izkIr gksrk gSA

bl rjg ls vxj ge dpMs+ ls mtkZ izkIr djrs gSa rks
'kgjksa esa xanxh gksus ls cpsxhA blls vui<+ksa dks O;kolk; miyC/k
gksxk vkSj ftllss fQj ls dke esa yk;k tkus okyh oLrq m|ksx }kjk
rS;kj gksrk gS rks mlls Hkh jkstxkj izkIr gksxk vkSj va'k gq, vo'ks"k
tyus okys inkFkZ mls dks;ys dh txg bLrseky dj dks;ys dh
cpr gksxhA vxj ge Hkh dks;yk cpkrs gSa rks vius i`Foh dks
Mxexkus ls cpkrs gSaA D;ksadh ;s Hkh i`Foh dk ,d va'k gSA tks
izkd`frd dks cuk;s j[krk gSA

vr% ge ;g dg ldrs gS fd ;fn ge dpMsa ls mtkZ mRiUu djus
yxs rks i;kZoj.k iznq"k.k dh leL;k gy gksus ds lkFk&lkFk mtkZ
izkIr gksxh vkSj fctyh dks vius gh 'kgjks esa bLrseky dj ldrs
gSaA ftlls vuohdj.kh; mtkZ dh [kir dks Hkh de dj ldrs gSA

fu"d"kZ %&

RENEWABLE ENERGY
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RAINWATER HARVESTING

Today, over one billion people do not have access to clean water.
This is an extreme humanitarian crisis often ignored by policy
makers worldwide. The major aspects are overall scarcity of
usable water and water pollution.

Rainwater harvesting is the accumulation and deposition of
rainwater for reuse before it reaches the aquifer. The harvested
water can be used for drinking water as well if the storage is a
tank that can be accessed and cleaned (with the Aqua guard)
when needed. The main purpose is to utilize the locally available
rain water to meet water requirements throughout the year
without the need of huge capital expenditure. Rainwater
collection systems comprises - Catchment surface, Gutters and
downspouts, Leaf screens, Roof washers, storage tanks. Storage
containers can be made from galvanized steel, wood, concrete,
clay, plastic, fiberglass, etc.

The reason for this is to arrest ground water decline and augment
water table, to beneficiate water quality in aquifers, to conserve
surface water runoff during monsoon, reduce soil erosion and
inculcate a culture of water conservation. Advantages are to
make use of a natural resource and reduce flooding, storm water
runoff, erosion, and contamination of surface water with
pesticides, sediments, metals, and fertilizers. Now, the situation
has come to the point where even a single drop of water matters.
However “better late than never”, we have not realized the
seriousness of this issue and initiated efforts to overcome those
problems.

Details of the participant
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Introduction:-

Materials Used:-

Manufactured:-

Advantages :-

Quality:-

Conclusion:-

invention of fire is gift for us but sometime it is
dangerous if used carelessly in houses, factories, offices, banks,
hospitals etc. Fire extinguisher is available everywhere for
security from this type of incidents but these are costly. Firemen
try to extinguish the fire, but sometime it is late in helping. So I
have made a fire proof cotton which neither catches fire nor
spreads fire. We can use it easily in many places.

Cotton, Ammonium chloride (NH CL)
Ammonium phosphate [(NH ) PO ], Mica, Warm Water, Bucket,
Wooden stick, Areslon.

Mix a cup Ammonium chloride, ½ cup
ammonium phosphate and 3 pints of warm water in a bucket. Stir
with a wooden stick until dissolved. Now place the cotton in the
solution and use the wooden stick to push it under the surface.
Make sure all parts of the cotton are completely wet. Remove the
cotton from the solution and hang to dry on a clothesline. After
the cloth drys, we spray areslon.

1) It is used in Apron (Cooking cloth) 2) it is used in
fire proof house. 3) fire proof jacket easily made by it. 4) we can
wrap it over electric wire at joints for prevention of short-circuit. 5)
it is used as unbreakable gas mental.

It is used in apron, fireproof house, fire proof jacket,
electric iron coil, gas mental etc. Apron is necessary for every
house. Apron is made of simple cotton so it not fire proof. But if it is
made up of fire proof cotton, then it cannot catch fire. It is used in
making fire proof jackets. Sometime fire is caused by short circuit.
If we wrap this cotton at joints of an electric wire, then it can stop
the fire from spreading. It is cheap, unbreakable and long lasting.
Fireproof cotton is used in place of mica plate in electric iron and
gas mantle.

This fire proof cotton is cheaper, better,
multipurpose easy to use than other fire proof material.

4

4 3 4

FIRE PROOF COTTON

Details of the participant
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Hiraman Ram
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Hazaribag, Jharkhand

Deepak Kumar Rana
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MULTI-PURPOSE VEHICLE

The project “Multi Purpose Vehicle” works on the principle of
hydraulics & fluid pressure. It briefly describes the mechanism,
how efficiently we can use fluid pressure to run various machines.
The machine mentioned in the project is the simple application of
Pascal's Law along with gear system.

Our machine can serve many purposes like picking up heavy
loads through its heavy duty picker, lifting building materials & to
hang some load and drop on the right place, and so its name is
Multi Purpose Vehicle. It can do various agricultural works also.
The gear system provided in the rear wheel of the machine makes
it very powerful when it comes to working on hilly areas.

So, we can say that it is a perfect application of fluid mechanics
and gear system and is a basic necessity for modern world.

Details of the participant
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Sushil Kumar Pandey
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Electricity plays very important role in our daily life. Life seems to
stop without electricity. It has made our life easier and less
complicated. All gadgets run on electricity.

This project provides knowledge of how we can produce
electricity. Some of the methods modeled here like hydroelectric
power plant, solar panel & windmill are used to produce
electricity at large scale. Bio-gas, Potato battery & lemon battery
produce electricity at small scale.

The term referring to electricity generated by
hydropower, the production of electrical power through the use
of the gravitational force of falling or flowing water. It is the most
widely used form of renewable energy, accounts for 16 percent
of global electricity generation. Solar Panels use solar energy and
are highly used in villages and far flung areas. A windmill is a
machine that converts the energy of wind into rotational energy
by means of vanes called sails. Biogas is gas resulting from an
anaerobic digestion process. A biogas plant can convert animal
manure, green plants, waste from agro industry and
slaughterhouses into combustible gas. Potato and lemon
conduct because they are acidic and when they react with zinc
and copper, they produce ions which can be used as a source of
electricity too.

Hydroelectricity –

DIFFERENT WAYS OF

PRODUCING ELECTRICITY

Details of the participant
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o"kkZ ty dk mi;ksx

Ok"kkZ ty dk mi;ksx] laj{k.k rFkk Hkw&ty Lrj dks cuk, j[kuk
Mksaxh] dusDVhax ikbZi] okVj I;wjhQk;j IykbZoqM] VSad] Hkwfexr VSad]
lks[rk xM~<+k o"kkZ gksus ij ?kj ds Nr dk ikuh dks Mksaxh vkSj ikbZi
dh enn ls I;wjhQk;j ls gksdj xqtkjk tk;sxkA o"kkZ ty dks VSad
esa tek fd;k tkrk gSA vfrfjDr ty Hkwfe ty ds fjpktZ gsrq ?kj
ds ikl cus Hkwfexr xM~<s esa tek fd;k tkrk gSA VSad esa tek ikuh
?kjsyw dke tSls& cjru /kksus] diM+k /kksus ;k tkuoj dks ugykus esa
fd;k tk ldrk gSA Hkwfexr VSad dk ty vkikr fLFkfr esa tek
jgus ij fudkyk tk ldrk gSA Hkwfexr VSad esa tehu ls lVs Hkkx
esa ikuh ds fjlus gsrq txg NksM+ nsrs gSa] ftlls ikuh /khjs&/khjs
fjldj tehu esa tkrk gSA nSfud ?kjsyw mi;ksx dk ty lks[rs
xM~<+s esa Hkstk tkrk gSA

o"kkZ ty dk leqfpr mi;ksx fd;k tk ldrk gSA Hkw ty Lrj dks
cuk;s j[kk tk ldrk gSA

Details of the participant
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Kalawati Kumari
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Well, through my observations, I found out that solar cookers
available in the market have three drawbacks:

It's not cost effective

It is made up of glass. People fear to use it.

It is not portable.

Hence, keeping this drawback in mind, we experimented and
built a device which could overcome the above drawbacks. We
took a cardboard and pasted reflecting surface on it. It could be
anything aluminum foil, inner surface of kurkure, lays etc. But this
reflecting surface is not all as effective as glass. So, to overcome
this problem, we experimented and found that if container is
painted with black colour and wrapped inside a transplant plastic
bag with air blown inside it would be more effective. Well, this
was all about food & food stuffs. What about water? water
contains a lot of impurities in it. Moreover the water purifiers
available in the market are too costly and unaffordable to money.
Hence, to overcome this problem we did experiments.

For this we took two metallic vessels painted with black
colour from outside.

Two reflecting surfaces were taken which were placed opposite
to one another.

Container 1 is joined to a source of water supply. We found that
at 650c or 1500F different disease causing micro-organisms such
as virus, coli form bacteria get killed.

�

�

�

�

PORTABLE SOLAR COOKER

& SOLAR WATER PASTEURIZER
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L.P.G. GAS SUBSTITUTION

Construction:-

Working Rule:-

We take three bottles - one bottle of petrol, one
bottle of water in the middle and other bottle of kerosene oil.
These bottles are connected with pressure pipes such that one
pipe is connected with pressure pump goes to kerosene from
there the connection of pipe is in water, from water the pipe is
connected with petrol which is connected with a burner to test
whether some gas forms or not.

With the help of pressure pump, we pass
pressure into kerosene the vapors of kerosene move to water
from here the vapors of kerosene and water together pass to
petrol which is filled with a pipe connected is a burner so, the
combined vapors of all these pass to burner, as it reach the burner
it starts burning when lit up. Hence the burning of burner
confirms that alternative L.P.G. is produced.

Here, Kerosene & petrol are polar when water is non-polar.

Details of the participant
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Railway accidents happen mostly at the manual railway crossing.
If a signal is received late or the railway man is not conscious or if
he fails to put the barrier on time, accidents occur. To stop these
accidents, automatic railway crossing have been developed.
Automatic railway crossing system does not require any kind of
volunteer or person to put the barrier. It is done automatically. If
we look in a scientific way its also saves electrical energy because
it works on Light Dependent Radiation (LDR)

LDR works with solar plates so the electrical energy is saved when
used in manual railway crossing. When a train is about to come
the light radiated by the train is received by this LDRs. After
receiving the light it automatically shuts down the crossing gate
and blocks the ways of coming vehicles.

Automatic railway crossing is a steps forward in the development
of technology and science. It helps to save the time money,
manpower, energy. Above all precious lives are saved by this
system.

AUTO CONTROL RAILWAY CROSSING
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RURAL COOLER AND WIND ENERGY

Method –

Advantage –

A khas-khas is hanged in between the two stands. A
rectangle tub is placed below it. A jar is hung over the khas-khas
and water is sprinkled over the khas-khas by a pipe. Extra water is
stored beneath the tub. A dynamo operated fan is run in front of
the khas-khas. The cool air spreads all over the room and a bulb is
also lit by the extra current generated by the dynamo.

The advantages of this type of cooler is that it saves
electricity and the villagers can enjoy cool air at low cost.
Dynamo can generate electricity through wind fan. If they place a
fan in front of the cooler they will got more cool air. Also a bulb is
lit by extra current. Those who do not have electric connection
can get light. If they charge an additional battery, it will help to
run small battery operated fan.

Details of the participant
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The working of the speed-breakers for generating electricity is
very simple and the whole concept lies entirely on its
construction. First a pit of 2m is dig. Then the speed brakers are
made using steel and the helical springs which are fitted at the
base.

When a vehicle passes through the speed breakers, then the
speed breaker goes down, the downward motion of speed
breaker result's in the compression of air in the pit. So, there will
be an opening for a metallic pipe at the bottom of the pit through
which the air passes. At the end of the pipe there is a nozzle
which pushes the air with a great velocity which results in the
rotation of shaft and this generates electricity.

First, a platform is provided at any public place and it is fitted with
two 12 v 26AH lead acid batteries for the storage of energy.
Now, whenever a person steps onto the platform, then the
footsteps will dip down due to the weight of the person which
will result in the rotation of shaft of footstep electric convertor,
and ultimately results in the generation of electricity.

The output which is produced is between 3-5 watts per step. The
Foot Step Electric Convertor (FSEC) is a device which is a box of
gears and sprockets and it is designed to generate full power
pulse when actuated by a person.

Japan has placed these footsteps just in front of railway ticket
counters. The amount of energy which is generated provide
electricity to the whole railway station and hereby streetlights.

How the footsteps works:

FOOTSTEP POWER GENERATION
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HI-TECH ECO CITY

Introduction:

Principle:

System Description :-

The project 'Hi Tech Eco City' is insight in future
transformation of technical and scientific world. The fossil fuels
are limited and will get over after some time. Thus, we have to
use alternative source of energy to livelong happily.

The basic idea of the project is to use renewable
source of energy for our different purposes and at the same time
a hygienic healthy green environment is maintained.

Different types of renewable source of
energy generated are,

i) See back effect. ii) Hydro Power

iii) Wind Mill. iv) Solar Power

v) Electric Generator vi ) Bio Gas.

Different model applications shown as Hi- Tech Green City are,

1) Flood control systems 2) City surveillance system

3) PIN personal identification Number 4) Guiding Robot.

5) Solar system Aid to AC train Coaches

6) Wireless communication for Remote and emergency
areas.

7) Public common short Distance transportations.

8) Model green House with terrace and multi-layer farming.

9) Model spacious – airy – light sensitive house.

10) Water Harvesting. 11) Hydraulic Crane.

12) Electromagnetic Crane. 13) Floating green Garden.

14) Solar Recharge pump. 15) Hydraulic Lift.

Details of the participant
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;g ,d fo'ks"k izdkj ds tykiwfrZ djusokyk ba/ku@fo|qr jfgr
iEi gSA ;g nkc ds fl)kar ij dk;Z djrk gSA pyrh xkM+h ;k iSj
ds ncko ls viusvki lapkfyr gksrk gSA

pyrh xkM+h ;k jkgxhj lM+d ij dkQh ncko Mkyrs gSaA bl ncko
dks mi;ksx esa ykus ds fy, LihMczsdj] jsyos vksoj czht ds lh<+h ;k
LVs'ku ds eq[; }kj dk Q'kZ dks u;k :i nsdj mi;ksx esa yk ldrs
gSaA bu lHkh LFkku esa Lizhax dks bl izdkj yxkrs gSa fd ;g nks&rhu
bap vi&Mkmu djsA bl Hkkx dks iEi dkss fiLVu ls tksM+dj
vklkuh ls iEi dks lapkfyr fd;k tk ldrk gSA

blesa fuEu lekxzh mi;ksx esa yk;s x;s gSa A

1- 2-5 bap C;kl ds nks QhV yEck dBksj ikbZiA 2- nks okYo

3- 2-5 bap ds lkSfdV 4- 1@2 bap C;kl ds rhu QhV yEck ,d
dBksj ikbZi 5- ,d peM+s dk ok'kj] 6- ,d IykfLVd dhi 7- yksgs
dk iRrh ;k ydM+h dk Ýse] 8- ,d dySEi] 9- iqjkuh dye] 10-
jcj dh ikbZi] 11- MCck 12- ckfYV;kWa 13- pkj
dM+k Lizhax 14- pkj ls N% LØw 15- lsyks Vsi 16- jcj ;k dye ds
Lizhax bR;kfnA

2-5 bap ds csyukdkj ikbZi ds ,d fljs ij dhi dks QhV dj nsrs gSa
rFkk ,d okYo fpidkrs gSa tks ikuh dks mij vkus nsrk gS] ysfdu
uhps tkus ls jksdrk gSA vk/kk bap ds ikbZi ds ,d fljs ij nwljk
okYo QhV dj ysnj ds ok'kj p<+kdj 2-5 bap dk cuk ysrs gSa vkSj
2-5 bap okys ikbZi ds [kqys fljs esa fiLVu dks yxkrs gSaA ;g
mij&uhps pykus ij ty L=ksr ls ikuh mij mBrk gSA

bl rjg ds iEi ds mi;ksx ls ba/ku o fctyh dk cpr rks gksxk gh
lkFk gh lkFk iznw"k.k Hkh ugha gksxkA d`f"k iz/kku ns'k esa bldh
Hkwfedk vge gksxhA

IykfLVd IykfLVd

FUEL LESS WATER PUMP
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fo|qr jfgr fQzt

ifjp;%&

fl)kar%&

cukoV ,oa fØ;kfof/k%&

milagkj%&

;g ,d lLrk ,oa fcuk fctyh ds pyus okyk fÝt gS
;g i;kZoj.k dh n`f"Vdks.k ls Hkh vPNk gS ,oa tgk¡ fo|qr dh
miyC/krk ugha gS ogk¡ ds fy, mi;ksxh gSA blh dkj.k ls bls
xzkeh.k fÝt dgk x;k gSA

;g izkstsDV ok"iu xqir rki] dSfiyjh ,D'ku tSls
oSKkfud fu;eksa ij vk/kkfjr gSA pw¡fd blesa Dyksjks Qyksjksa dkcZu
xSl dk mi;ksx ugha gksrk gS ftlds dkj.k i;kZoj.k Hkh iznqf"kr
ugha gksrk gSA

fÝt ds mij ikuh ls Hkjk ,d crZu gS
ftlesa lwr dh jfLl;k¡ bl izdkj MqckbZ xbZ gSa] fd jfLl;ksa dk ,d
fljk ikuh esa gS vkSj nqljk fljk rkj dh tkyh ls cus Ýse ds chp gS
ftlesa ydM+h dk dks;yk j[kk x;k gSa jfLl;ksa ds lgkjs f/kjs&f/kjs
fÝt ds rhuksa vksj tkyh esa j[ks dks;ys Hkhx tkrs gSaA leLr dks;ys
ds fHkax tkus ij o"iu dh fØ;k gksus yxrh gSA o"iu ftruh rsth
ls gksxk mruh tYnh fÝt ds vUnj dk rkieku de gksxk] xehZ ds
ekSle esa tc ok;qeaMy dk rkieku rd gksrk gS rc fÝt ds
vUnj dk rkieku yxHkx gksrk gSA

bl izdkj ;g midj.k mtkZ dh cpr djus okyk ,oa
vk/kqfud le; ds fy, mi;ksxh ,oa lLrk gSA

40ºC

10 Cº
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Urban farming is a subset of hydro culture and is a method of
growing plants using mineral nutrient solutions, in water,
without sun and soil. Terrestrial Plants may be grown with their
root in the mineral.

Plants nutrients used in urban farming are dissolved in the water
and are mostly in inorganic and ionic form. Primary among the
dissolved cat ions are Ca2+ (calcium) Mg2+, K+ (potassium), and
major nutrients in solutions are NO3 (nitrate), So4-2 (Sulfate), and
H2p O4 (dehydrogen phosphate).

Some of the reasons why it should be adapted around the world
for food production are :-

No soil is needed.

The water stays in the system and can be reused – thus less
water is requirement.

It is possible to control the nutrients level in their entirety thus
lower nutrition requirement.

Stable and high yields.

Ease of harvesting.

No pesticide damage.

It is better for consumption.

In this process there is no need of sunlight in the urban farming.
We use led in place of sunlight. We can do this farming also in
closed and dark rooms.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

SOLUTION OF GRAIN PROBLEMS IN CITIES
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lapkj ek/;e ,oa lwpuk rduhd }kjk vijk/k fu;a=.k

fl)kar %&

fof/k %&

fdlh oLrq }kjk mRiUu fo'ks"k vko`fr dh rjax }kjk
ml oLrq dh fLFkfr ¼LFkku½ Kkr fd;k tk ldrh gSA

1- fdlh {ks= fo'sk"k ds gj O;fDr ftldh mez 8 o"kZ ls
vf/kd gks ds fy, ,d fpi cuk;h tk,xhA fpi esa O;fDr ls
lacaf/kr egRoiw.kZ lwpuk,W¡ tSls & jDr lewg] vaxqfy;ksa ds fu'kku]
vk¡[kska dk izfrfcac vkfnA fpi dh ,d fo'ks"k la[;k gksxh] ;g ml
O;fDr dh vf}rh; O;fDr la[;k ¼
gksxh fpi ,d VªkalehVj ,oa fjlhoj dk dke djsxk½ fpi ,d
daVªksy ehukj ls tqM+k jgsxkA

2- bl {ks= ds gj edku dh Hkh ,d vf}rh; edku la[;k
gksxh A

3- fo'ks"k vko`fr dh rjax ij fuHkZu gksxkA lHkh
dEI;wVjhd`r gksaxs A

4- ,d mixzg ehukj fpi ¼O;fDr;ksa½ dh xfrfof/k dh lwpuk vius
laosnh ;a=ksa }kjk fjdkMZ djrk jgsxk A

5- daVªksy :e dks fdlh vijk/k dh lwpuk feyus ij O;fDr;ksa rFkk
?kjksa dh vf}rh; la[;kvksa ds mixzg fjdkMksZ dk fo'ys"k.k fd;k
tk,xkA

6- lwpukvksa dh O;k[;k djus ds ckn iqfyl vijk/k 'kk[kk
vijkf/k;ksa dk irk yxk ldsxhA

Unique person number-U.P.N

Unique

House number – U.H.N.)

U.P.N U.P.N

(
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SAVE OUR EARTH

Required Materials:

Description of Model:

Iron Roads, Old Cloth Cotton Pieces, Wood
Bearings, Vibrating Motors, Plaster of Paris, Gum etc.

Earth is a single largest living planet in the solar system. On this,
we can see biodiversity and living and non-living things. Earth
fulfills the essential needs of the living organisms like air, water,
food, shelter, and natural resources. But when population
exceeds, man uses natural resources abruptly by their external
activities like deforestation, agricultural development, industrial
development, mining, nuclear weapons and transportation. All
these activities increases waste gases like carbon oxide, nitrogen
oxides, sulphur oxides and poisons gases. So nature has got
imbalanced and has got polluted. And therefore, it is creating
natural hazards like drought, flood, earthquake, volcanoes. These
hazards can damage and destroy living and non living things. So
we have to stop these hazards by establishing better conditions
by afforestation, treatment of industrial waste and stopping
unnecessary mining. When we will maintain the healthy
condition of the earth, it will give us good nature and living
things.

When we take the above steps, the earth changes its condition
and we can save our earth.

Details of the participant
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Class
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

A. Ajayakumar

X

Bellary, Karnataka

Shashidhar Goud S.

K.N.S.C.High School Ittigi, Ittigi,

Ittigi (Post), Huvina Hadagali (Taluk)

Bellary (Dist)
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Introduction:

Main Advantage of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Automatic Lighting Can Be Used For Our City Street Lighting.
This will consume less electricity and save more power. This
system turns on the light during the night And turns off the light
during day time automatically so that we can save more
electricity.

Save Electricity.

Save Man Power.

Save Time.

Turns light on at Night.

This mini project can be used as sun light controlled LED lamp. It
uses a photo transistor (black) as light sensor, a lamp, 12 nos of
white LEDs. This unit requires 9 volts supply. For testing a 9 volts
battery is used . Reflected sunlight is sufficient for its working. In
presence of sunlight, sensor conducts hence both transistors do
not conduct. In the absence of sunlight (i.e) after sunset) both
transistors conduct and all white LED will glow. The unit can be
tested by covering sensor with fingers. Sensitivity of circuit can be
adjusted by changing resistor between base of T1 and positive
line.

�

�

�
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AUTOMATIC NIGHT LIGHTING CITY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Akash Ramakrishna

IX

Bangalore, Karnataka

St. Bindu

Gnanabodhni High School,

Dubasipalya, RV College
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SOLAR CITY AND SOLAR CAR

The motor will be connected to the driving wheel with elastic
band, so as to position the motor on the wood board, in a way to
keep the elastic band stretched from the driving wheel to the
motor.

Solar city is a leading clean energy company. Solar city's full
service capabilities and experience delivering energy solutions
around the U.S make working with Fortune

500 companies, cities, schools and other organizations.

Safety of electricity.

Safety of fuel

Air pollution will be less.

Mission to reduce the cost of clean energy.

Drive fuel efficient vehicles.

Recognized with environmental leadership awards by the
Aspen Institute and Acterra.

Recognized as the green power supplier of the year by the
department of energy (DOE) in 2010.

Advantage:

Environmental Stewardship:

�

�

�

�
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Details of the participant
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Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Akshata Anand Dange

VIII

Belgaum, Karnataka

B.R Gawade

Govt, M.H.P.S. Jamboti

Tq, Khanapur Dist. Belgaum
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Disaster Management Robot is designed to save people during
the time of disasters like natural calamities, earthquakes, building
collapse..etc. This robot is controlled wirelessly by a remote. It will
give us audio and video of the place. We can converse with the
people who are stuck inside on a mobile.

It can work without any wires.

It can be controlled remotely by remote.

It can go where humans cannot go.

It gives us audio and video of the scene.

It allows us to talk with the people who are stuck inside.

It can provide food and medicine to people.

Its robotic arm can be used for controlled movement like
cutting, moving, pushing, pulling…etc.

Wireless operation.

Wireless interaction by mobile.

Wireless video and audio output on screen.

Robotic arm for movement.

Wireless IC board for remote control.

Wireless video camera and receiver.

One free wheel and two controlled wheels.

Mobile phone and amplifier circuit.

Food and medicine container.

Robotic arm for movement control.

Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project

Main Parts of Robot
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT ROBOT

Details of the participant
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School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Anagha P Chikkalkar

IX

Kolar, Karnataka

Shambu Lingaiah K.

Adarsha Vidyalaya (RMSA),

Sarojini Road, Srinivasapura,

Kolar Dt.
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USE NATURAL  ELECTRIC POWER

AND SAVE ENVIRONMENT

Introduction:

Advantages:

Importance:

We can get electricity from wind energy which is renewable
source of energy. By this we can prevent pollution which is
caused due to burning of fossil fuels like coal, etc.

We can reduce release of carbon dioxide. We can also prevent
water pollution and also prevent diseases like cancer, respiratory
problems, etc.

30% of electricity will be saved by constructing the building
having this wind and solar energy .

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Areef M. Toragall

X

Dharwada , Karnataka

Sadashiv  V  Budihal

S.S. Comp  P.U . College Galagi

Hulakoppa Kalaghatagi

Tq Dharwada
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Introduction:

History:

Working of hydro power plants:

Types of hydro power plants:

Important and Largest hydro power plants of world and
India:

Advantages:

The model prepared is mini hydro power plant
which is very common. All most all people know about the hydro
power plants, but only some will think about its background. So,
with the help of this programme we are having a little glance on
it.

Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse were the first to
invent the hydro power plant in the Niagara falls of Newyork in
America.

Nikola Tesla and George
Westinghouse converted the energy of falling water into
Electricity which was a big achievement. The water of the falls
was rotating the turbines and the turbines were connected to the
generators which convert the mechanical energy into electrical
energy.

I) Based on capacity II) Based on Productions

1) Large Facilities 1)  Conventional

2) Small Facilities 2)  Run of the River

3) Micro Hydro 3) Tidal Power

4) Pico Hydro 4) Water Falls

Three Georges dam of China is the largest in the world. Tehri dam
of Uttarakhand is the largest in India.

By this we are stressing on small facilities hydro power plants
type.

This type will be very economical.

It produces large amount of electricity in small domain.

China is producing 65000 MW every year by using this type.

India is Producing only 2000 MW every year that too in
Uttarakhand, So we have to execute this type all over the
country as much as possible to produce large amount of
electricity and become economical.

�

�

�
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MINI HYDRO POWER PLANT

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ashwini

IX

Bidar, Karnataka

Rajeshwari P Halapagol

Govt. High School Khashampur(P)
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MAGNETIC MOTOR CUM FAN

Scientific Principle:

Construction:

Material Required: -

Building the model:

Working :

Utility and Application:-

1) Magnet's same poles repel each other and opposite poles
attract each other.

2) Faraday's Laws of Electromagnetic Induction.

3) Law of Conservation of Energy.

1. Bicycle Wheel. 2. Plywood, 3. Cooper
Wire

4.cellotapes, 5 plastic fans, 6. Aluminum Frame, 7. Wooden
Stripe, 8.Galvanometer, 9. LED bulbs, 10. Magnets from the old
sound box, 11.Gear wheel, etc.

First we attached free rotating bicycle
wheel to plywood. Then placed magnets over the wheel all
facing the same poles. And attached five more magnets around
the wheel one facing north and other facing south. We made fan
like structure using plastic fan and gear wheel, then attached this
to a bicycle wheel. Around the wheel placed copper coils
connected with galvanometer and LED bulbs.

When the same poles of other magnets brought
nearer to the wheel it starts rotating and there is a deflection in
the galvanometer and LED bulbs also start glowing this shows
production of electricity. Fan like structure attached to the wheel
also start rotating.

1) If scientist, engineers work hard on this concept, we can
produce free energy and also convert this into mixers,
grinders, and motors.

2) Requires no Fuel.

3) Construction is simple.

4) Prepared with Low cost No cost and Waste materials.

5) Produces Green energy and it is eco-friendly, Renewable
energy.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Beerappa D. Heggannavar

IX

Belgaum, Karnataka

Mahesh S. Angadi

G.H.S Harugoppa

TQ: Savadatti.Dist: Belgaum
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Introduction:

Importance of the Project:

Advantages of the Project:

This is a project about power saving in the streets
where the vehicle density is less. If in any highways or in any
layouts at right time if there are no vehicles the street lights are of
no use, hence it is better to switch them . Where there are no
vehicles we can save a large amount of power. The water and
dust resistant LED street light is the new generation LED street
light built with international standards for over voltage
protection, surge protection, over current protection & over heat
protection.

As shown in our model, we are using
infrared sensors to detect vehicles & if any vehicle is found at any
part in the road then the street lights surrounding the vehicle will
be switched on & the streetlights moves with the vehicle. For
sensing IR sensors, signal have been used with microcontroller to
control the system.

Also for streetlights we are using LED lights which will consume
less power and give more illumination when compared to
mercury lights used at present.

The basic principle of IR sensor is based on an IR emitter & IR
receiver. IR emitter will emit infrared continuously, when power is
supplied to it. On the other hand the IR receiver will be connected
& perform the task of a voltage divider.

The light from LED's can be modulated very quickly so they
are used extensively in optical fibre and free space optics
communications.

This include remote controls such as for TVS, VCRs and LED
computers, where infrared LEDs are often used.

Reduce energy costs by as much as 40% or more

Reduce maintenance costs by as much as 50% or more

Low cost wireless control

Energy monitoring

Increased bulb life

Sunset/sun rise based ON/OFF schedule

Powerful asset management with complete & accurate
street light inventory

Extensive reports on the performance & energy savings

off
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POWER SAVER STREETLIGHTS

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State
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Dakshatha S.
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Ramanagara, Karnataka

Mahadevaiah R.

Sharath Memorial ISCE School

Ijoor,  Near Kempegowda Circle

Magadi Road Ramanagara
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SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOT

(Different Methods)

Introduction:

Main advantages of the project:

Importance of the Project:

Square and Square Root Project:

properties of square numbers: 1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8

Finding the Square numbers by different methods:

Nowadays students are solving the Square &
Square Root by only two methods. In this project more methods
to solve the Square & Square Root .

It develops to search the new methods of multiplication.

It Increases the Digital speed in our brain.

It helps to Maths Teacher in class room teaching.

We can easily learn maths.

Easy methods of multiplication

Different ways of solution (Square & Square Root )

Good teaching & learning IDEAS

Good teaching aid

1. Formal method: 2. School method

3. l X I Method: 4. Cap method:

5. Diagonal Method 6. Estimate method:

7. Formula based method

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Darshna  S. Talakeri

VII

Chikkodi, Karnataka

S. S. Koladurgi

G.E.S Modern English Medium

Primary & High School, Gokak
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Introduction:

Main advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Modern Stove:

Nowadays we are facing energy crisis. To
overcome this & reduce the percentage of wasted energy a
'MODERN STOVE' prepared by me is useful.

It shows energy transformation.

It provides pure water.

It transfers heat energy into electrical energy.

It produces wind energy.

It saves expenditure.

It is used to boil water ( Sugar Juice )

It avoids energy crisis.

It reduces the percentage of energy wasted.

It transfers the water into steam which is used to work out
two apparatus wind mill & bore well.

It can be used in the industries where thermal energy is
mostly used.

Modern Stove is a model open from its sides. It contains 75% of
water. It is connected with a wind mill and a bore well. When we
light the burner the food in the pot gets boiled at the same time
water in the stove also boils and turns into steam with an energy
which is wasted in traditional stove. By the steam, we can initiate
the wind mill and get electricity. Also the bore well starts. In this
way we can utilize this energy which could otherwise have been
wasted.
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MODERN  STOVE

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Dhananjay Kiran Bavache

VII

Belgaum,  Karnataka

Y. T. Patil

Govt. M. H. P. B. School, Soundalga

Range : Nipani. Dist. Belgaum
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CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Report:

Mode of working of the Model:

Message:

“SWASHAKTHI GRAMA” is a model of a self
powered village. This village is

self-sufficient in terms of its energy demands and supplies. All the
energy requirements of this village are met by the three valuable
gifts provided by Mother Nature, namely, sunlight, water and
wind which are available in abundance. This village has
Suggestive Strategies to harness these renewable resources of
energy and provide a solution to the problem of acute energy
crisis in our rural and urban parts. Solar energy, Hydel energy and
Wind energy are the lifeline of this village. An added innovative
effect in this presentation is that of transformation or conversion
of mechanical energy to electrical energy.

There is conservation of energy through transformation of
energy. It is safe, eco-friendly, pollution-free, self powered, self
sufficient and is based on utilization of Renewable Resources of
energy.

The energy available is useful for cooking, heating, lighting,
agriculture, entertainment etc.

Wind power can be used after transformation of wind
energy to light up essential utilities of the model village
“SWASHAKTHI GRAMA”.

Solar energy can be harnessed to meet the energy
requirements of the village.

Hydro-electricity from water available in the rivers or
waterfalls can meet the energy demands of the village.

Mechanical energy obtained from a merry-go-round in a park
can be converted to electrical energy which can be utilized
for various purposes.

The purpose of this model is to drive home the point
that “Energy can neither be created nor destroyed but can be
converted from one form to another and in turn be conserved.”

�

�

�

�

Details of the participant
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B.V. Sunitha
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No: 80, K.R.Road, Basavanagudi
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Weeder (Dryland) is manually operated widely accepted
equipment for weeding and inter-culture in upland row crops in
all type of soil region. It is a long handled tool operated by push
and pull action. The twin wheel weeder is useful for cutting and
uprooting of weeds, breaking soil crust and creating soil mulch.
For getting optimum results, the soil moisture may be around 20-
30 % or soil is in friable condition, so that soil does not stick to the
blade of the weeder. The weeds may not be more than 15-20
days in the field and it must be at tender stage. The wheel weeder
is operated between the crops rows by push and pull action.

It is an advanced technology weeding machine which removes
weeds from the field, buries them deep and aerates the soil,
enhances root growth, thus increases crop growth. The machine
is operated manually and no mechanical power is required. The
main part of the equipment is the front portion of a bicycle,
namely handlebar, front axle and the wheel.

A steel fork is connected to the axle and the other end carries
different kinds of attachments. Separate attachments for
weeding, tilling and harrowing are attached to the working end,
using bolts and nuts. This helps in changing the attachments as
required. Suitable slots in the device are provided for adjusting
the distance between blades to suit specific requirements. Safety
provisions are incorporated so that the blade does not injure the
user at the time of reversing the device during weeding
operations, the tiller attachment enables the farmers to cultivate
medium-hard soil up to a depth of about one foot the device to
carry out most of the farming operations. He no more needs
bullocks. Priced at Rs 1,200, a person can weed 0.08 ha in one
hour. It is easy to operate and suited for those who cannot afford
bullocks. It gives the much needed independence to a small
farmer who does not own bullocks or a tractor

BICYCLE WEEDER

Details of the participant
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Higher Primary School  Kudur,

Magadi T Ramanagara
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NEWTON'S THIRD LAW OF MOTION

Principle:

Working:

Newton's Third Law of Motion

As the air particles hit the slanted surface of the wind
mill wing, they get pushed by the wings towards the down slope
of wing. Likewise the air particles push the wing in the opposite
direction resulting in rotation. When wings are rotated, at the
same time bike rim is also rotates. The pulley on the dynamo gets
rotated with the help of bike rim, when air particle hit the slanted
wings. The dynamo produces electricity when the pulley rotates.

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

G.O.Guruswamy
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H.M. Siddeshwaraswamy

GHPS, Katrikehatty, Kudligi
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:-

Importance of the Project:-

Automatic Light and Fan Operation:-

Automatic fan operation in Audotirum:

In my simple project, we are going to switch ON a LED
automatically when we move into the class room. And also we
are controlling the temperature of the class room using a fan.
This project is developed using LDR and thermistor. As the
number of students entering the class room increases, the
temperature of class room increases and also more number of
light has to be switch ON automatically to achieve this. And in
auditorium chairs are designed in a such a way that if all seats are
filled, a cabin fan is going to run and if some seats not filled the
fan automatically stops.

It reduces manpower. Minimises usage of electrical instruments.
Saves power. Maintain standard in class room. It reduces human
effort because of automatic control of light and fan.

Automatically fan and light operation.

It develop discipline among individuals .

It create healthy atmosphere

When the number of students in class room is less, then only
minimum number of lights are required and also temperature of
class will be in normal condition, but when more number of
students enter the class room more number of lights and fan has
to switch ON, this can be automatically done using LDR and
thermistor. When LDR is covered by the students, then intensity
of light decreases and light will turn ON automatically similarly
when number of students increases, the temperature of class
room will also increases, then thermistor will send signal to relay
and fan will be turned ON automatically.

This model helps us in class room and film theaters. If we adopt
this, we can save energy (electrical).

�

�

�

AUTOMATIC LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE

CONTROL OF CLASS ROOM AND

AUDITORIUM

Details of the participant
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Hemanth Kumar K.L.

X
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Alla Bakshu H

Vivekananda High School

Santhe Midana, Kolar Road,

Malur, Kolar Dist
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FM TRANSMITTER

Introduction:

Capacitor:

Unit of Capacitor – Farad

Antennas:

Speaker:

Mic:

Frequency of transmitter can be set within 88-10g MHz. FM
trimmer band by adjusting the first or spacing between oscillator
coil turns. Adjust output trimmer for maximum range. Do not
switch on transmitter without connecting antennas. RF power
transistor requires heat sink to power this transmitter. Use 10
numbers of 12 volts nickel cadmium cells connected in series by
combining this transmitter module with cells a variable FM walky
talky can be made.

Capacitors are electronic components which can store electric
energy in the form electric charge.

Transmitting antennas are metallic antennas, which
is used to radiate the signals through the air.

The speaker converts audio signals to sound signals.

sound signals to electrical signals

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

M Huligemma

VI

Bellary, Karnataka

Rudraiah B H M

Government Model Higher Primary

School, G. Kodihalli Hagari

Bommanahalli
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Materials :

Method of Fabrication:

Gear Wheels, Ball Bearing, Soft Bush, Iron plate,
Pulley, Fan Belt, Dynamo, Battery, Fiber sheet, wire bulb, LED
Bulb, Circuit or spark lights, color sheets etc.

The Door opening and closing
mechanism is linked with the cranking mechanism, which rotates
the gear train which is fixed on the top of the door frame. It
comprises of a number of gear housed within the bearing and
ball bearing and axels and the final gear rotate the generator to
produce current to the extent 6 to 10 volts. This if connected from
the circuit, can charge a 10 watts CFL. More current can be
produced by increasing the number of poles and turns to
increase the generated voltage. It varies using magnetic frame in
the market and winding the armature to produce the current.
This current can be stored in the battery and can be used for the
power supply of that of the unit.

Manual Energy + Mechanical Energy = Electrical Energy

Used

SELF-RELIANT POWER GENERATION

Details of the participant
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H. Kavya
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N.S. Halappa
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Ittigi (Post), Huvina Hadagali
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RAY SCOPE

(Light Practical)

Light is the form of energy which causes the sensation of Vision.

Ray scope is the instrument which is used to show practicals of
light. Light is a type of energy. Light is abstract concept. It is not
easy to understand theoretically. So by showing demonstration
we can easily explain the Nature of light. Using Ray scope we can
demonstrate 12 practical of light.

1) Light travels in a straight line.

2) Particle motion of light.

3) Reflection of light.

4) Convergence of light.

5) Divergence of light.

6) Total internal reflection.

7) Refraction of light.

8) Parallel beams.

9) Scatting of light (using white light)

10) Laws of reflection.

11) Regular reflection.

12) Irregular reflection.

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Kavya V.

VII

Ramanagara, Karnataka

Manjunatha M.

Government Upgraded Higher Primary

Ambadahalli
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Introduction :

Main advantages of the project

mportance of the project

Comparison

Solar boat Diesel Boat

Solar energy is the ultimate source of all energy
realized by sun in the form of heat and light. It is also called as
renewable energy. But most of the energy released by the sun is
reflected back. To make use of this energy we are going to
convert solar energy into electrical energy which can be used for
many purposes like pumping up of water, electrification purpose
in the villages, to run many vehicles such as solar boat.

It is emission free and keeps the environment clean.

We can Makes use of naturally available energy.

Reduces the dependence on non-renewable energies like
petrol and diesel.

Reduces the labor and maintenance free.

It can be use in interior places were there is scarcity of energy.

It is safe and sufficient.

People experience the efficient drive.

I

Make use of renewable energy.

Improve the technology.

Dependence on solar radiation Dependence on non-
renewable resources

Emission free Create air pollution

Easy maintenance Difficult to maintain due to
lots of wires and sockets.

Eco friendly Disturbs the eco system

Safe and self sufficient Comparatively not so safe

Increase the quality of boat Reduces the efficiency of the
boat

�
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SOLAR BOAT

Details of the participant
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Chinmaya Vidyalaya

Chokkahalli (V) Medihala (P)

Kolar (T&D)
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CHEMICAL

& PHEROMONE BASED PEST CONTROL

Introduction:

Pest control Methods:

Selection of topic

Field analysis: Melon fly Pest control;

Data:

Conclusion:

The pests are organisms that destroy cultivated plants.
Majority insects found in the ecosystem are useful insects. They mainly
help in pollination of wide range of flowers. Very few pests destroy the
plants.

Pests are controlled by a number methods.
Important are chemical and biological method.

: Pheromone based Pest control of melon fly that
destroys large number of crops like tomato, water melon, cucumber etc

Two different agricultural land cultivating tomato in half acre is selected
in Hiremarali village of pandavapura. These tomato crop lands are
identified as A and B.

In filed “A” melon fly pest is controlled by using the chemical pesticide
corogen.

The insect pheromone lure and 6 traps are used in field “B”. The traps are
supplied by PCI India Company. These are yellow colored bowls that has
an entry hole. The water is filled in bowl and the lure is placed in upper
cap of bowl. The male flies are trapped and this controlled their growth.

Data collected on the basis of yield and cost of management.

Crop fields. Filed A - Field B- fly trap

Yield. Comparatively more Comparatively less.

Cost. Corogen pesticide

60 ml-907

Environmental

Issue. and pollution.

Killed insects Both beneficial
and pest.

On the bases of data collected the cost and yield is more for
corogen based pest control compared to pheromone based pest
control. On environmental issue pheromone based control is best
method as it does not cause any environmental hazards.

The insect killed by using pesticide are both harmful and useful pests.
Hence use of pesticide imbalance the ecosystem. Where as in traps only
pest melon fly are trapped and killed.

Implementation: The awareness program conducted on 5th June in
Hiremarali high school was adopted in village prior to adopting in taps.
We explained and demonstrated the pheromone based pest control
using lure traps. The use of pesticide kills both useful insets that helps in
pollination along with pests. Whereas if use lure traps, we can trap and
kill only the pests.

For 4 traps- 623 Rs

Causes health No side effect.

hazards

Only pest.

Details of the participant
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Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Kiran Kumar H.S.

X

Mandya, Karnataka

Mohan K.R

Govt High School Hiremarali.

Pandavapura
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Introduction:-

Main Advantages of the Project:-

Importance of the Project:-

Usage of Low Cost, Easily Available Fuels:-

Thermal Combustion

Usage of Clay:-

Hi-Tech Oven is a smokeless and compact oven to
benefit the society with improved efficiency and low cost.

Low cost / Eco friendly

Smokeless /Pollution free

Compact

No Wastage of fuel

Complete combustion with increased thermal efficiency

Usage of low cost, easily available fuels

Thermal combustion

Usage of clay which can withstand heat about 17750
Celsius

I. Firewood - It can heat multiple units. It leaves no net carbon
into the atmosphere.

II. Charcoal – It is easily combustible. It burns at low
temperature.

I. It involves generation of heat or steam.

II. It minimises oxides of Nitrogen and Carbon and unburnt fuel
in the effluent.

I. Allows circulation of heat and moisture

II. It can withstand temperature of about 17750 Celsius
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HI-TECH OVEN

Details of the participant
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Lakshmi Chandana S.

VII
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Swapna S.

Jubilee School, Vijinapura,

Dooravaninagar, Bangalore
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PURIFICATION OF IRON ORE

(BY MAGNETIC SEPARATION METHOD)

Introduction

Main advantages of the Project:

Working Principle:

Conveyers: -

Crushers:-

Magnetic Roller:-

Iron has been known since prehistoric times. Indians were
familiar with its extraction. It may be called the king of metals.

The Ore of Iron can easily be separated from Gangue by this
method. Large amount of ore can be purified by this method.

It has two rollers, one is magnetic roller & other one is non-
magnetic roller. When ore is dropped on the magnetic roller, it
moves through conveyers and it flows from the magnetic roller.
The magnetic roller attracts magnetic ore from the main ore and
the waste ore is separated from the magnetic ore. Thus we can
separate magnetic ore from the non-magnetic ore. Therefore by
repeating this process two more times we can get a pure
magnetic ore. The ore extracting through magnet is done by
various steps are given below;

1. it has two rollers. It takes ore from one place to
the other place.

2. it converts ore into the powder.

when ore moves from the magnetic roller, it
attracts the magnetic elements into the ore and separate from the
waste product.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Laxmi Hukumchand Bakaje

IX

Chikkodi, Karnataka

A.B. Patil

Junnedia High School, Kudachi,

Raibag (TQ)
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The intention behind our project is to give a miniature model on
how to prevent the potential threats of the power supply lines,
which takes toll of life and property by implementing fool-proof
safety standards.

Here we have put up a model of the layout having two types of
power supplying systems and we have shown their very own
utilities as well as their limitation & Threats.

1) The first one being the existing network of aluminum wires.
This system comes across the accidents that occur when the wires
fall down or when the short circuits happen when wires come in
contact with trees and also the possibility of threats when a high
tension wire passes in vicinity of buildings.

2) As a remedy to this very thing we have developed a model
where there is a system of alarm coupled automatic switching
which switches off the supply whenever there arises a threat in
the case of any happenings in case of cables getting cut down or
coming in contact with the trees.

In all if we implement this plan we can reduce the risks of electric
shocks & short circuits considerably and thus can save lives of the
people. This is the safest method to adopt.

SAFE SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Madan Kumar R.

VII

Ramanagara, Karnataka

Ravishankar M.D.

Government Model Primary School

Akkuru (Post) Channapatna Taluk,

Ramanagara
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AUTOMATIC WATER SAVING KEY MODEL

Introduction:

Advantages:-

Importance of the Project:-

Adequate availability of inexpensive Water is the
most important demand of today. Economic growth and
industrialization both are dependent on the availability of water.
Earth's natural resources are finite. It means that if we use them
continuously we will eventually exhaust them. Conservation of
natural resources preserves the ecological diversity and our life
supporting systems i.e. water.

1. I t Saves Valuable water and also prevent water pollution.

2. Model design is inexpensive to operate and maintain.

3. It can be fitted at any public places easily.

4. It is reliable, dependable source.

5. Does not require maintenance.

6. It reduces environmental impacts.

Using square hardboard, constructed the frame of model. Water
tanks and electric kit were connected to each other by sufficient
distance. In Our “AUTOMATIC WATER SAVING KEY MODEL”
simple technique has been used. When we kept a glass below
key, limited water flow to the glass then automatically the key
stops the flow of water.

In this project we use iron foil at the bottom of the plastic glass. A
small magnet is inserted below the plate. Keeping the glass below
the key, the circuit completes and the water pump starts. When
limited water filled in glass water volume balance works as a see-
saw and disconnect the circuit and the water pump stops water.
With this apparatus we can save lot of water.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Madhav Bhagavat Ambi

VIII

Belgaum,

S.S. Chougule

Siddheshwar Vidyalaya,

Kurli (Nipani Range) Tal : Chikodi.

Karnataka
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Introduction:

Main Advantages:

Importance of the model:

Today energy crisis is taking place throughout
country and world. As the utilization of electricity is the most
important, all countries of the world produce less electricity and
use more. Therefore the wastage of electricity can be controlled
from this model.

1) In this model how photon particles converted into magnetic
energy and electrical energy.

2) This model, gives a knowledge about how photon particles
control electricity

3) How L.D.R. Circuit controls the street lamps during day and
night time

4) The model gives knowledge about photo electric effect and
electromagnetic induction and electromagnetic radiation

5) This model is of low cost.

1) The model controls the street lamps during day and night
time

2) The model avoids the wastage and leakage of electricity.

3) The wastage of one unit current equal to production of four
unit current

4) The model is very useful in the village and gram panchayat.

5) Saves electricity and saves economy of nation

6) Saves electricity without man power

SOLAR AUTO

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mahesh. M

IX

Bellary,  Karnataka

Ningappa Kadappanavara

Government High School,

M M Vada, Hadagali
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WATER LIFTING HAND PUMP

Materials Used:

Work and use of this Project:

Conclusion:

1. Cylinder (pvc pipe)

2. Valve made from rubber ( coming)

3. Valve made from rubber (going)

4. Pressure chamber ( pvc pipe)

5. Piston (rubber and gum)

Used for lifting water to water tank in multi-storied buildings

It is also used for agricultural purposes.

This project does not use electrical energy for lifing
water in multistoried buildings. This can be used for any
apartment and multistoried building for lifting water to water
tank.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mala Karinilajagi

VIII

Chikkodi, Karnataka

M. G. Kaleguddi

K.H.P.S. Morab TQ. Raibag

Dist. Chikkodi
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Introduction:

Meaning:

Advantages of the project:

The household wastes cause environmental pollution. To avoid
this we can use these wastes for the production of biogas.

Bacteria decompose the biological wastes by their activity and
convert them into biogas”. This is the mechanism of 'biogas plant'

1) Biogas is used for cooking and heating.

2) Wastages are re used.

3) Environment become very clean and neat.

4) Home environment is also healthy.

5) We can save 25.40 Rs. of LPG per day.

6) The spent slurry being a rich source of plant nutrition and is
used as manure in agricultural field.

KITCHEN WASTE BASED COMPACT BIOGAS

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mallikarjun  Shivanand  Jogi

VII

Belgaum, Karnataka

Pratibha S. Viveki

Government Higher Primary

School, Yakkundi, Savadatti
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WIND ENERGY CONVERTED INTO

ELECTRICAL ENERGY &

MECHANICAL ENERGY

Introduction:

Importance of this Project:

Materials Used:

The main energy sources being used by us are coal, petroleum,
natural gas and fuels. All these sources are virtually non-
renewable sources. These have accumulated in nature over a
long time and can't be replaced quickly. So these sources have to
be used properly so that energy could be saved. We can also use
the natural resources like renewable energies. They are water
energy, solar energy and wind energy.

In our project we save the energy for use by this method. Our
project works in two ways. The wind rotates the fan and it
produces a current and also pumps the bore well. In this method
the electrical energy is produced and it can be used for various
purposes. The bore well is also pumped without consuming
energy thus stores the water to be used for agricultural purposes.
This can be done in hilly regions only.

1. Iron Pipes & Collars

2. Iron Sheets

3. Wire (Copper)

4. Battery

5. Bulb

6. Aluminium Wire

7. Thread

8. Water

9. Bicycle Baring

Advantage of this Project to save the electricity

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Manjunatha H.S.

X

GHS HPG Hatna, Bilagunda Post,

Nagamangala Taluk, Mandya

Mandya, Karnataka

Rajendra G.
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Introduction:

Main advantages:

Importance of the Project:

Working of the model:

Floor Mill Running With the Help of Wind Energy:

The wind has been used for pumping water. It
was infact the primary method used for dewatering large areas.
It is generally made from IRON/WOOD, and used to dewater
polders. However the main type of wind pump that has been
used has Plastic/Iron multi-blades fans like rotor, which drives a
reciprocating pump linkage usually is a reduction gearing that
connects directly with a position pump located in a bore hole or
lake directly below.

It reduced the man power

It is water lifting machinery to be used for agriculture purpose

It is more traditional mechanical wind pump

It must be ultra reliable

It is needs the minimum of maintenance

Large wind turbines for electricity generation

It is developed for irrigation

Wind mill used for irrigation in the past tend to be indigenous
that are often improved or built by the former as method of
low cost mechanization

Electricity generation

It is a good project as it lifts water using wind energy.

We also runs floor mill with the help of wind power as shown in
the project.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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WIND MILL TO LIFT WATER AND

TO RUN FLOUR MILL

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Mohamed Shuaib S.

VI

Chitradurga, Karnataka

Mohamed Sami Ulla B.

Govt. Urdu Model Higher Primary

School, Molakalmuru Taluk
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MEASURE ON ENVIRONMENTAL

POLLUTION & ENERGY PRODUCTION

Introduction:

Description:

Main advantages of the project:

Importance of the project:

The Project is prepared on measure to control environmental
pollution & to keep environment clean, cum, production of
energy from biomass.

Nowadays environment is polluted by many activities. One of
them is throwing excreta by railway passengers on railway tracks
and on railway station. This makes environment nearby railway
tracks and railway station dirty.

To avoid this we have suggested measure through this project.
Excreta of passengers is collected in small tanks below each toilet
of bogeys. When the train arrivers on main railway station the
excreta is collected on large scale from all these bogeys in large
biogas plant & biogas is obtained from this excreta (biomass),
which is further used to produce heat. Steam is prepared from this
heat, which drives the turbine & generator, to produce electricity.

It helps to keep the environment clean

It keeps the railway station dirt free.

It generates electricity.

Railway station will be self dependent in case of electrical
energy.

It avoids Environmental pollution.

It saves energy.

�

�

�

�

�
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Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Narayan Y. Uchagaonkar.

VII

Belgaum, Karnataka

P. A. Patil

Govt M.H.P.S. Nilawade. Post- Nilawade,

Tq- Khanapur. Dist – Belgaum
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Introduction:

Features of the Carts:

India is the land of Villages and most of the villagers are
agriculturist. In agriculture cart plays major role. It helps the
farmers to transport their goods from farm to home and home to
farm. We can modify such cart is so many ways.

* Easy movement

* Brake system (Speed controller)

* Reduces man power

* Lift system

* Easy to load and unload

* Load Balancing

* Pouring the grains in to the earth well

* Easy to load waste materials on flat surface of the cart

IMPROVED CART

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Naveen B. Madabavi

SHNJ High School, Gudageri

Kundagola Taluk, Dharwad Dist.

Dharwad, Karnataka

X

B.H. Veerupakshappa
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EXTRACTION OF ETHANOL

FROM FRUIT WASTE

Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

In this 21st century we are facing many global problems. Among
them air pollution ,depletion of exhaustible resources like petrol
and diesel and garbage disposable problem are posing a great
problem to us. To solve these problems, the use of bio fuel is the
only remedy. So this is an attempt to extract bio ethanol from fruit
waste so as remedy the above mentioned problems

· It reduces the use of petrol and diesel

· It improves national income by curtailing the import of petrol
and diesel

· It controls air pollution

· Easy management of waste

· It acts as alternate fuel which is inexhaustible

In this project fruit waste is collected . Fruit waste is cut into small
pieces and grinded into paste. To this distilled water is added in
1:2 ratio. To each liter of fruit paste 25 grams of yeast is added. I is
kept for fermentation for 10 days. Sterilization is strictly
maintained. Later it is filtered and distilled in the laboratory for
extraction of ethanol.

This bio ethanol can be used as bio fuel either by blending with
petrol or Diesel and also without blending. This bio fuel costs less ,
produces very less smoke than petrol. By this fossil fuel can be
conserved and it can used as an alternate fuel. The garbage
disposal can be managed as the left over after filtration can be
used as manure.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Pallavi.C. Shekar

IX

Bangalore, Karnataka

P V Sowbhagya

Bharatha Matha Vidya Mandira

High School for Girls

Hanumanth Nagar,
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Introduction:

Application:

Materials Used:

Now a days it is difficult to get required quantity of LPG and it
costs too much when we use LPG for two or more purposes. We
can minimize its usage.

Main advantages of the project

* In this model we are using LPG for cooking and heating
water at the same time

* By this model we can reduce at least some amount of energy

To minimize the use of LPG by multipurpose usage.

1. Copper Pipes

2. Iron Bars

3. A Small gas cylinder with burner

4. LPG

5. Water controller

6. A Water tank

Conservation of Energy

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

P. Shivaraj

Sri Sadguru Kabeerananda Swamy

High School Karuvinakatte Circal

Chitradurga

Chitradurga, Karnataka

IX
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SIMPLE MACHINE & ITS WORKING

Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Proving of Newton's Law

Newton's Third Law Motion

Now a days students learn only from books. By this model which I
have made the students can operate, touch, feel, realise and
learn. This model is based on a simple machine.

Through this model we can demonstrate, the physical
concept like force Energy & Energy transformation.

The simple machine is even applied in JCB and Crane.

Proving of Newton's Law.

By using lever and fulcrum we can lift any weight.

Every body preserves its state of rest or uniform motion unless
compelled by an external agency to change its state of rest or
uniform motion eg. that is one ball is hit, impacts the other balls
and other ball moves.

For every action there is equal & opposite reaction. Practically, it is
shown if one ball hit the other one ball moves, if two balls are hit
in opposite direction two balls moves.

�

�

�

�

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

G.N. Pavan Kumar

VI

G.H.P. School, Ghatta Hally

Hollur Post, Kolar Taluk

Kolar, Karnataka

C.K. Prabhakar
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Introduction:

Main Advantages:

Importance of the Project:

Hydro electricity:

Purify the water:

Nowadays we are facing lot energy crisis in
metropolitan cities. A lot of drainage water simply flows & gets
stagnated in some areas. We use such drainage water to
generate electricity & use the water for some useful purposes etc.

It generates the electricity

It saves money

It reduce the demand of energy

It avoids the pollution

It is used for Industrial purposes

Hydroelectricity

Purify the water

It is the term referring to electricity generated by 'hydro power'
the production of electrical power through the use of
gravitational force of falling or flowing water.

Once hydroelectric complex is constructed the project produces
no direct waste.

Here we take three layer

Charcoal : Purification of water & eliminates the unpleasant
odour of water

Gravel: Absorbs the larger particles

Sand: It is used for absorb micro particles present in drainage
water

This purified water used for industrial, domestic and agricultural
purposes.
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GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY BY

DRAINAGE WATER

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Pavan S.

VI

Chitradurga, Karnataka

Nandini K.J.

Sri Vasavi Vidyanikethan Higher

Primary School  Bangalore Road,

Challakere
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SOLAR PLOUGHING MACHINE

Introduction:

Main advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

In the absence of Solar Energy:

Most of our villagers are migrating to cities & industrial area for
work. Hence the people engaged in agriculture are decreasing
day by day. At this stage, machines are essential for people
having large agricultural lands.

This solar Ploughing is multi useful in agriculture field

It reduce man power

It saves time energy & money

It helps in Ploughing works

It helps in sowing seeds

Applying fertilizers

Sprinkling water in fields simultaneously

In rainy season, whether is cloudy and there is no sun to provide
solar energy. The electric catering can be used which
implemented in this system which works during cloudy and rainy
days.

This machine construction costs about 10 lakhs. If govt. grants
subsidy then this machine will be helpful to the farmers. If we
invest once for installation of this, it will be used for lifelong and
there will be no need for fuel as required in other devices. Also
there are no tyre, or wheels is used instead motion is done by gear
tooth. The machine works without digging the mud over the
path it travels.

In conclusion solar plough can be used by big and small
landholders effectively.
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Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

M. Pavithra

X

Mandya, Karnataka

B.C. Vinutha

Ghousia High School,

100 feet road, Mandya.
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A step down transformer used to convert 230V AC into 24VAC.
Working of engine explained in two stages. In first stage piston is
at bottom due to gravitational force and its weight.

When piston is at bottom position the commentator and brushes
combination supplies power to the solenoid via S1-B1, B1-L, and
S2-M1. Now coil solenoid becomes electromagnet and attracts
the piston upwards.

As piston comes up commentator breaks the power supply, so
coil solenoid gets demagnetized, piston comes down due to
gravitation and its weight. In this way it uses half power to
complete one cycle. As piston comes back to bottom again
power is supplied to coil solenoid and again piston moves up by
magnetic attraction. As it reaches top, coil again gets
demagnetized and again piston comes down by gravitation. This
is continued as long as power is supplied

ELECTRO MAGNETIC ENGINE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

R Prabhanjan

VIII

Bellary, Karnataka

Nagaraja Rao H

Vijaya Marie English Med

High School, V.V.NAGAR,

12th Ward, Siruguppa
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CAR PARKING BY HYDRAULIC PRESSURE

Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Methodology:-

Pascal law and physical system:

Today the population in metropolitan and cosmopolitan cities is
increasing as people are migrating from villages to cities. In the
metropolitan and cosmopolitan cities, the expectation of the
public increases to lead a comfortable and luxurious life which in
turn increases the number of vehicles like car, buses, etc. Now
the number of cars has increased in such a way that the people
are facing problem to park their cars. It is not possible for all the
people to park cars in their houses/ apartments.

1) We can avoid traffic problems.

2) We can take care of the cars from theft.

3) The parking can be economical.

4) It saves the time,andMoney

5) Less ground space is required.

6) Easy to handle.

The multistoried building is used to park the vehicles/cars like
compartments in multi-storied building. The cars are placed one
by one in a particular compartment made for each car. The cars
are placed in particular compartments by lifting them. So to lift the
vehicles/cars we developed a innovative project titled
“HYDRAULIC OPERATED CAR PARKING M/C” . The project works
on the principle of Pascal law- “The pressure or intensity of
pressure at a point in a static fluid is equal in all directions”. It can
be explained well with physical system as shown in figure

This is used to lift the cars and to place the cars in particular
compartments made for individual car. So for this we can all join
hands to make this successful and to getr rid ofthe parking
problems.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Prashant A. Mali

Chikodi, Karnataka

Devappa S Dhanawade

S.S.P. Education Society's

Kannada Medium Higher

Primary School Kerur
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the project:

Importance:

Operation:

Materials Used for the Project:

Water is the basic need of human beings we all need of water,
without water we cannot survive. Today we all depend on
electricity for all purpose. Without electricity it is impossible to lift
the water. So I thought of lifting the water without electricity and I
worked on this project under the guidance of our science teacher
and finally we succeeded.

1. It works without electricity.

2. Children can also lift the water easily.

3. We can lift the water at any time

4. It reduces physical stress.

5. It saves our time and money.

Nowadays in India, many States are facing electricity problem
and from this type of project we can save the power and at the
same time it can be used for other purposes as well.

The simple theory of the operation for a pulley system assumes
that the pulley and the lines are weightless and there is no energy
loss due to friction. A fixed pulley changes the direction of the
force on the rope that moves along its circumference and the
wiser's tied to the rope carry the water up continuously until the
rope moves inside the pipe and the air pressure also helps the
water to move upwards through the pipe.

Pulley, drum, rope, rubber wiser's, P.V.C. pipes, etc.

LIFITING WATER WITHOUT ELECTRICITY

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rajat Ravindra Kamble

VI

Chikodi, Karnataka

A.V. Shiraganve

Government Higher M.L.A.

Model Kannada Boy's School,

Bhoj Nippani Range Chikodi
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FLOOD MONITORING SYSTEM

Introduction:

Main advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Things used:

This project on flood monitoring helps the administration to
evacuate people from the up coming dangers of flood & take
them to safer places.

The water level sensor will be kept across a dam or river which will
be sensing the level of water continuously. If water starts
exceeding the particular, the sensor placed across, senses the
occurrence of flood, this signal is transmitted via transmitter.

The receiver kept in the city receives the transmitted signal, a
speaker will be connected which will alert the people.

In this project we have used transmitter, receiver, water level
sensor, relay & buzzer.

The simple water level indicator is designed on the transistor
switching action.NPN BC 548 transistor is connected with water
sensing probe to sense the water level.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rajavi S. Karaveershettar

VII

Dharwad, Karnataka

Kasturi Biradar

K.G.S.S.Trust's V.S.Pillay English

Medium School. Shanthi Colony (N),

Vishweshwarnagar
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

How to prepare Vermi compost And Vermi liquid:

First stage:

Second stage:

Third stage:

India is an agricultural country and in India there are 56%
people who are purely dependent on agriculture. So we can solve some
problems related to farming.

For this, we have decided to improve the agriculture for some of the
farmers. So we are preparing vermin compost and liquid vermi compost
to improve our rural agriculture.

* Improve soil aeration

*Enriches soil with micro organisms

*Enhances germination, plant growth and crop yield

* Improve rout growth and structure

* Bio wastes conversion reduces waste flow to land fills

* Creates low skill jobs at local level

Importance of the Project:

It can be prepared in environment

It is less expensive

It can be prepared by common man

The quality of the product resulting is not harmful

It is eco-friendly.

In plastic tub, we added dry leaves, dry grass, dry sticks,
vermin soil and organic wastes. Then we poured the water twice a week.
From this above composition, we will reduce the initial (original) waste.

In second stage, after ten to fifteen days, we added micro
organisms that completely break down organic materials. And then,
continuously water was added 2 or 3 times a week. It helps to break the
waste materials and earthworms also break the raw materials. This leads
to vermin composting production. 2nd stage goes to 45 days. Here half
vermi compost gets ready.

This stage, goes for 45 to 90 days. During this stage,
vermin composting is completely prepared. If excess of water is there,
then we can remove the water from the tub. After this, dry compost is
ready. We can call it vermin composting.

Vermi liquid water:

When we are preparing vermin composting we can also get the vermin
water. But here we can prepare vermin liquid water separately.
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TO PREPARE VERMINCOMPOST AND

VERMINLIQUID COMPOST.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rajeshwari

VI

Raichur, Karnataka

Ganesha K.T

G.H.P.S.Ayajapur, Post

Julmagera Raichur. T.D
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BORDER SECURITY FORCE

Introduction:

Robotics is an applied engineering science that has been referred
to as combination of machine tool technology and computer
science. It includes such seemingly diverse field as machine
design. Control theory, micro electronics, computer
programming, artificial intelligence human factors, and
production theory. Research and development are proceeding in
all of these areas to improve the way, robotics work. It is likely that
the research efforts will result in future robotics that sill make
today's machines seem quite primitive. Advancement in Robot
locomotion technology will enlarge the scope of industrial
application of robot.

Military engineering includes new and enabling technologies as
well as those that can be retrofitted and integrated because of
technological advances. It assigns values and parameters to the
technologies and covers world wide technology spectrum.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ramesh

X

Raichur, Karnataka

Mahammed Shareef

Government Boys High School,

Mudugal, Lingasuguru, Raichur
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Now a days there is lot of power cut because Electric Energy
consumed is more than is produced. The model which I have
prepared without using current. With this you can lift water from
the well for domestic and irrigation purposes.

* Without electric current we can supply water for irrigation.

* By doing physical rotation we can develop muzzle strength.

* It can be used any time and even a poor man can use this.

* Motor Cycle bearing - 4 Cups to lift the Water - 12.

* Four pipes to Flow the water, Motor Cycle Chain - 2

* Plastic tub - 2

* Motor Cycle Bearing for easy Turning, Cups to Lift the water
well continuously

* Pipes to flow the water continuously from the well, motor
cycle chain to pull the bearing in rotatory motion.

* Plastic Tube to fill the water.

HI-TECH WATER LIFT MACHINE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ranjitha B.

G.H.P.B.S. Bellur, Bellur

Nagamangala Taluk, Mandya

Mandya, Karnataka

VII

M.R. Lakshmana Gowda
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ACCIDENT PREVENTER

About Model:

Working:

Materials used:

The model explains how we can avoid collision
between vehicles at curved roads. Daily we can see lots of
accident at curved roads. This is due to negligence in driving or
visibility problem on the road. In curved roads the people ride
their vehicles as usual as on straight road without reducing the
speed and when suddenly another vehicles come in front of
them they get confused and cannot control their vehicle and
accident happens.

So to avoid this type of accident we have developed a warning
system which will give visual indication to the drivers.

As you can see curved road in the model, it is having
LED board on opposite side of the each road now we have placed
metal contactors at the starting of the road and an electronic
circuit is fitted below the board. The circuit continuously
produces some signal which is disconnected by the metal plates
on the road. The LEDs are connected to the circuit through the
metal plates when any vehicle passes on the metal plates the
connection happens between plates and LED then the LED
glows. The same thing happens on another side. Here LED works
in opposite direction, when any vehicle comes in right side road
the Left side road LED will glow to indicate that there is vehicle on
right side of road so you have to reduce your speed.

LED (Light Emitting diode)

Wires

Eliminator

Wooden board

Vinyl

PVC sheet

Etc.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ravikanth A Nalage

VIII

Belgaum,  Karnataka

Manjunath.H. E.

G.H.P.S. Bhandarahalli

Tq: Saundatti  Di: Belgaum
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Introduction:

Description in Detail:

Application & Advantages:

Future Development:

Now a Days lot of accidents happen on highways
due to increase in traffic & also due to rash driving of drivers. And
in many situations the family members or the ambulance & police
authority is not informed in time. This results in delay in the help to
be reached to the person met with an accident. Our project
vehicle detection with GPS & GSM modem designed to avoid
such situations.

In this project we are going to use an
accident detection unit which will be fitted inside the front and
rear bonnet of the car. This accident detection unit consists of two
metallic plates which are kept at little distance apart from each
other. In case of accident, if the car is hit to some other vehicle or
an object due to the impact of two metal plates will come in
contact with each other due to this a signal will be sent to micro
controller. Micro controller is the central processing unit of our
project. Once micro controller gets the signal from metal plates
then it will immediately turn on SMS. SMS will be sent to family
member of the driver so that they can take immediate action to
help the person suffering due to this accident.

School transport vehicle accident- detection- Vehicle
accidents detection system can be used in the school bus.

This project can be used for cab or car of companies.

To find fast moving vehicles in high way.

To trace the on duty soldiers.

To detect drunk & drivers.

We can monitor some parameters of vehicle like overheat or
LPG gas leakage.

We can dial an emergency call if the vehicle goes out of a
certain/ pre decided track.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

VEHICLE ACCIDENT DETECTION

WITH GPS & GSM MODEM

Details of the participant
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School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rethesha H V

VII

Mandya, Karnataka

S R Sathishchandra

Govt. Higher Primary School,

Heggadahalli , K.R Pet  Tq,

Mandya
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USE MCB: SAVE WATER AND ELECTRICITY

Introduction:

Data collection:

Data Analysis:

Information collection :

Development of MCB model:

Working of Model:

Creating awareness on MCB model:

Nowadays the scarcity of water and scarcity of electricity
has been increasing rapidly. This is because of decrease in percentage of
rain/untimely rain and present life style. Water is very precious and
necessary for all living organisms. The lack of awareness of using water
and risk in generation of electricity are also the reason behind this, so to
control this, we introduce MCB project.

Nearly we have surveyed 200 houses and we have
collected information how people are pooling the water while pumping
water from ground level (sump) to over head tank in challakere

1) In 200 houses they will putoff switch after over flows water from
over head tank to ground.

2) Nearly 2 to 4 buckets of water and 0.09 units of power will be
wasted.

1. Information collected from KEB officers: We have collected
information from Mr.Nagaraj Jr Engg Besom in challakere about
how to save electrical energy.

2. Information collected from E&E department of diploma college:
Mr.Srinivas H.O.D of E&E branch provided us all the information
about working of MCB & applications of MCB.

Materials required: MCB, common Single pole switch, 2 buckets, stool,
connecting cables.

By using these materials we have prepared model as shown in Fig.

As shown in model, when over head tank filled with
water, extra water will over flow trough pipe. At the end of pipe water
bottle is connected it is tagged to MCB. Over flow water will enter in to
the water bottle & due to weight of water then automatically switch
knob comes down then motor will be switched off.

After preparation of MCB model
we surveyed again nearly 200 houses to create awareness of how MCB
will save water & energy.

Advantage of our project:

Out of 200 people 17 people are adopted this system.

By using this system nearly Rs 60 to 70 Electricity bill has been reduced.

Even most of water wastage has been reduced.

People are very delighted (happy) because it will turn off water motor
automatically.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Rithin M.

VII

Chitradurga, Karnataka

Babu K.

Sahyadri Primary School

Pavagada Road, Challakere

Dist: Chitradurga
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We can cook the food within short time with the help of vacum
box in which cooker gets heated by coal fire by using specific
method. Copper pipe has been attached in a circular way in that
vacum box. When the heat is provided to the vacuum box, the
cooker gets heated. At the same time water poured in the copper
pipe also gets heated. One bucket of water gets heats and food
for four to five people can be cooked by using just hundred grams
of coal.

1) Heat from burning coal gets transmitted from one point to
another point by radiation.

2) Metals are good conductors of heat. Copper pipe gets heat
and so water becomes hot quickly.

3) Food cooked and water becomes hot due to the heat
radiated by burning coal. This is a dual use of this principle.

1) The food gets cooked quickly due to this specific device.

2) It save time, fuel, energy and money too.

3) It keeps food hot for long time i.e. near about five to six hour.

4) This device is safe and easy to handle.

Scientific Principles:

Importance:

DUAL USEFUL STOVE

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sachin

VII

Bidar, Karnataka

Shivaji H P S Bhalki, Bhalki (TQ)

T.N. More
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USE LESS CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS,

SAVE ENVIRONMENT

We human beings need energy to do all the works. We get
energy from food. So we should consume nutritious food. To get
nutritious food we should avoid chemical fertilizers which are
nothing but toxic. They get mix with the plant and cause side
effects. So we should use bio fertilizers. Water hyacinth a water
weed contains abundant nitrogen content. When the water
flows and settles in a pond, the nutrients and humus present in
soil also gets collected. In such ponds this water hyacinth grows
very fast and absorbs all the nutrients. In tanks & ponds, it stops
the flow of water which causes cracks in the lakes which leads to
the leakage of water. So people are removing it & throwing it
away. Instead of throwing it away we can prepare bio fertilizer by
this, as it has abundant nitrogen and as it has absorbed nutrients
in it.

That is we should dug a pit and put one layer of coconut fiber,
one layer of cow dung & one layer of Water hyacinth pieces we
should keep this for 15 days and then we should put earthworms
to it. After 55 days the fertilizer is ready.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sahana Horapeti

VIII

Bellary, Karnataka

Shekarappa Horapeti

Adarsha Vidyalaya Chittawadigi

Hospet, Bellary Dist.
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Introduction:

Main aim of this experiment:

How the model works:

There is no to the limitation human plans and thoughts.

Nature gives us everything. We are going on using our
knowledge. But we are using it unnecessarily. Limit to use all
nature things, is every essential for our coming generations.

All these natural resources are very important to next generation.
If we will not use it judiciously, we will be in major crises. We
should save our natural resources. It is the duty of all to partner in
this work.

Growing population is one of the challenges for our society.
Human needs are increasing. Prices are high, thoughts of man
are not limited. Again man tries to construct multi-storied
building, which use lifts and consumes electricity. If we try to
regenerated electricity from the lift, that is simple.

A lift model is prepared by iron stand.
Eight cycle pumps are fixed at bottom of the stand. Electricity is
used for lifts to move up and down and all pumps work as
hydraulic Pumps. Natural air comes out and gets collected
which is supplied to the DC dynamo which regenerates
electricity again and again.

EXPERIMENT REGENERATED ELECTRICITY

FROM THE LIFTS

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sangeetha G.

VII

Bellary, Karnataka

Mallikarjuna S. & Kotresh H.M.

G.H.P. School, Ankasamudra,

Hagaribommanahalli,

Bellary (Dist),
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PASSIVE INFRA-RED SENSOR

What is PIR?

How does PIR work?

Applications:

PIR stands for Passive Infrared Sensor. Infra-red is a type of
radiation which has a wave length of below 690 nm. Any object
above that temperature of absolute zero, radiates heat in the
form of Infra-red Radiation.

PIR Sensor has a Fresnel Lens which focuses Infra-red radiations
from objects at the pyroelectric material. This material is made of
cesium nitrate or rubidium sulphide which vibrates when Infra-
red falls on it. This is picked up by the sensor which sends a signal.
This sensor works only on warm blooded animals. These animals
radiate infra-red of wave length 12 μ m to 3 μ m.

Infra-red can be used in various fields including –

* Burglar Alarms

* Remote Thermometer

* Wild Life Photography

* Infra-red imaging

* Automated Appliances

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sankarshana H Rao

X

Bangalore,  Karnataka

Mangala. H.S.

Vidyaniketan Public

School,  Ullal  Road  Cross ,

Ullal Upanagara,  Bangalore
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Working:

Advantages:

Whenever a stranger comes and presses the calling bell, his
image falls on the mirror M2 and gets refracted and falls on the
mirror. M3 with the help of the person inside the house can
identify the person who is standing outside and can open the
door. If the person identifies any stranger, then he may
communicate with the person through the microphone rather
than opening the door which avoids the risk

This technique helps a common man to visualize the person
who is standing outside without even opening the door.

It helps to overcome thefts that have been increasing rapidly
in the society.

It helps the person to communicate to the person who is
standing outside without opening the door,

By implementing this safety door, even a blind person can
communicate to the other person who is standing outside
without opening the door.

On the whole, the implementation of safety door avoids risk
bearing incidents, thus protecting a family.

�

�

�

�
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SAFETY DOOR

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Santosh. S. Sajjan.

X

Dhaward, Karnataka

N.Y. Ugarkod

Government High School

Kamalapur, Dhaward
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CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Introduction:

Wild life conservation:

Water Conservation:

Wild animals play a vital role in food chain and also
in balancing the ecosystem. Due to industrialization,
urbanization and use of modern methods of agriculture, wild
animals have lost their habitats.

To conserve the wild animals in their
own habitat, here we are adopting pressure sensor technique.
By this technique we can safe guard both our agriculture product
and wild animals.

When animals enter into agriculture field first they have to pass
through primary sensor. When they put foot on the sensor a
sound will be produced, by this sound, they may get afraid and
run back to their habitat. If animals don't get afraid and continue
to move, then they have to pass through secondary sensor,
which consists of 3 levels of spiny rods which does not harm the
animals, it only prick them and send them back.

By using water level indicator we can
conserve water in irrigation and also protect the fertility of soil.
High irrigation leads to infertility of soil and which leads to barren
soil.

Power Conservation:

“LDR” (Light Dependent Resistor)

We can conserve the of electrical energy in a society for e.g. street
lamps. When sun light falls on LDR, street lamps automatically
switch off and when sun set the light switch on automatically
with the help of this technique.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Santhoshgowda H D

VIII

Mandya, Karnataka

Kalpana R

Govt. High School, Soonagahalli,

Mandya South, Mandya
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Introduction:

Main advantages of the Project

Importance of the Project

Now a days we are facing the problem of electricity
everywhere in India particularly in villages and in remote areas. So this
mini wind turbine can generate the electricity independently and every
home will get 24 hours electricity without pollution, without using any
kind of fossil fuels. It totally depend on freely available renewable source
of energy

It is working on renewable source of energy.
Avoid fuel provision and transport. It is very good substitute to
thermal power station.
Remote areas that are not connected to the electricity power grid

can use wind turbines to produce their own supply.
Once the wind turbine is built the energy it produces doesn't cause
green house effect or pollutants.
Low cost for small scale projects.
We can save the fossil fuels particularly coal for future generation.
The wind is free and with modern technology it can be captured
efficiently.

Alternative energy sources, also called renewable sources, deliver power
with minimal impact on the environment. These sources are typically
more green/clean than traditional methods such as oil or coal. In
addition, alternative resources are inexhaustible.

These benefits, as well as data that suggest the drop-off of conventional
oil drilling will overtake the output of new drilling by 2014, make
renewable energy a viable source to pursue.

Most of our daily activities depend on electricity. It has become one of
the basic requirement hence we are burning fossil fuels in thermal
power station, but it is purely dependent on burning of coal which
cause air pollution. We also depend on the hydro electric power station.
If insufficient rain fall then we face the shortage of stored water and less
generation of electricity.

To over come from all the these problems better to adopt a mini wind
turbine on every terrace. . Any how we are getting natural, renewable,
non pollutant source of energy that is wind energy. Totally we are
getting it free of cost by making use of this wind energy to the mini wind
turbine we can generate the daily required electricity. Once we have to
spend to fix the turbine and get electricity freely through out the life or
more than one generation.

It is working on alternative energy sources also called renewable
resources, deliver power with minimal impact on the environment. these
sources are typically more green and clean than traditional methods
such as oil or coal. In addition, alternative resources are in exhaustible.

�
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MINI WIND TURBINE

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State
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Shaina

VIII

Bidar, Karnatka

Kanchana/Veerendranath

Ravindranth Tagore

Convent School Humnabad
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DREAMS OF  SCIENTIFIC VILLAGE

Introduction:

Method:

Uses of this Experiment:

In this scientific world the life around us is difficult. If we are
updating ourselves with this scientific world then we can live
easily in today's environment. Some places face floods and
others face drought. We are also facing lot of problems of winds;
rain and climate change so we have to take care of ourselves and
our living conditions.

Firstly we have collected all the waste water from the village
drainage and collected it in a over head tank and this water is
allowed to fall on a turbine and thus turbine rotates and
hence electricity is produced.

Secondly we have used the waste drainage water from the
village to water the gardens and fields of that small village.

Thirdly we have used the slurry of the toilets and cow dung
slurry to produce the energy in biogas plant and this energy
is supplied to all houses in the village.

The useless wastes are reused

All the houses in this village here are eco-friendly to the
nature.

The expenditure spent here is less.

�
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Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Shakuntala B. Wali

VII

Dharwad, Karnataka

Vinayak S. Hiremath

Smt. Sushilatai Ajjayya Hiremath

Kannada Primary School

Amminabavi Dharwad Taluk & Dist.
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This is the simple model of Air Conditioner, and does not harm the
atmosphere as it does not release chloro fluro carbons, Methyl
Chloroform, Hydro Chloro fluro carbons (HCFC), carbon
tetrachloride (CCL4) into the atmosphere which destroys the
ozone layer.

Natural air and cold air as metal pipes are used to every room
of the building.

No mosquito/bacteria enters, so room remains healthier.

As no chemicals are used no harm to the ozone layer.

Power can be saved as no fans, no AC, are used.

· Global warming can be reduced.

People allergic to the mosquito coils/liquidator can live
healthier.

Easy to adopt.

Advantages

�
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MOSQUITO BACTERIA VIRUS REPELLENT

NATURAL AIR CONDITIONER

Details of the participant
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Class
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sharada Nalavade

VIII

Dharwad,  Karnataka

S.G. Aryajoshi

G.H.P.S. B. Gudihal
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MULTI-PURPOSE SOLAR VEHICLE

Introduction:

Scientific principle:

Material: (Element) (Silicon)

Applications:

India is Mainly Dependent on Agriculture. Farmers are
facing lot of problems in doing agriculture. Agricultural products are
affected by Diseases and ultimately farmers are committing suicide. In
order to bring down the cost of production and bring down electricity
cost, we are introducing renewable Energy transportation System.
Presently farmers are using costly equipment to spray the pesticides.
Carrying 35 Ltr capacity unit thoughout the day for spraying is very
difficult hence we have Introduced this model.

1. Production of electricity by Solar Energy.

2. Photo Electric Effect: Electrons are Emit when Normal light falls on
some

Parts of Solar machine.

1. Solar pesticide sprayer

2. Solar paint sprayer

3. Solar gross cutter (weed)

4. Solar sharpener

5. Solar Fan

6. Solar Mobile charger

7. Solar Radio and Tape Recorder

8. Solar Energy converter

9. Wind turbine energy

1. By Renewable source of energy (Solar Energy) we can Save fuels
(petrol, diesel)

2. Saving of non renewable Source of energy
3. Farmers will not be Carrying heavy unit.
4. Nozzles can increase and can be adjusted to height of croft.
5. Increase height to adjust the Lines of the plant.
6. To cut weed in b/w the Lines of the crop and increase the

production.
7. Farmers can grind their Equipments.
8. Due to availability of light, spray can be done during night.
9. Farmers can use Radio and Tape recorder and Mobile charger, even

though there is no electricity.
10. Farmers can make use of wind mill to get there grains cleaned and

also to produce electricity.
11. In industries with solar energy they Paint the Furniture.

Details of the participant
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Class
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sharanabasava

VII

Raichur, Karnataka

S S Raveesh

Upgraded Higher Primary

School Basapur. TQ: Manvi
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Rain Water Wheel:

This invention relates to a device for generating electricity, from
rainwater collected from roof of a building.

This device uses water falling from height to generate electricity,
which can either be consumed by the owner of the building or
exported back to the national grid.

In figure 1, a down pipe (2) from the buildings guttering (1) is
directed in to the water wheels reservoir (3) which collects rain
water run off. When the reservoir(3) is full, the water activates the
float switch(4) which opens the release valve(5) allowing all of
the water in the reservoir(3) to discharge down the penstock(6)
into the generator housing(7) to turn the turbine, and flow out of
the tailrace(8). The process can be continually repeated
depending on rain fall.

The size, shape and type of device, involved in all of the steps
mentioned above will vary from site to site, and will dependent
on site conditions, such as annual rain fall catchment area,
reservoir height and building material.

GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY

THROUGH RAIN WATER

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sheela S. Matpati

IX

Bijapur, Karnataka

P.R. Naik

S.S.P.U College

High School Section, Kolhar

B Bagewadi, Dist. Bijapur
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ECO FRIENDLY ELECTRICITY

GENERATOR

Working features:

We took inspiration from Michael Faraday and Joseph Henry. In
this project, a Dynamo converts mechanical energy into electrical
energy and charges 12V battery. The alternative board step up/
converts DC volts to AC volts (12V to 230V). We should rotate a
big wheel 60-70 times. After that, the 12 volts battery will be fully
charged. We then can use, 2 CFL bulbs for more than 2 hours.
This is very useful to our villages as many villages face the power
cut problems. It is not only eco friendly, but also economical.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

S. Shivappa

VII

Bellary, Karnataka

Rachappa .S.V

Government Higher Primary

School, Upparahalli (Village), Metri
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Working of the Model:

Energy is one of the important needs as our life
style have changed and many countries are facing population –
explosion. India is one among them. Energy problems arise, due
to increased use of electricity in agriculture, fertilizers, textiles,
industry, electricity, electronic goods pharmaceutical industry,
food processing industries, household material producing
industries, etc. Extensive use of fossil also leads for depletes
energy.

Farmer can get energy through out the year

Farmers dependend for different energy sources.

This energy can be available at free of cost.

This unit can be easily maintain by farmer for power
production

This is “Eco-friendly” and cost effective

Farmers can use this energy for domestic purpose also it can
be used for street lighting. This is like a gift for rural people.

Electricity can be produce by this dynamo. Farmers can make use
of electricity for agriculture and domestic purpose. Electricity by
generator can be use for lighting, running fan, wet grinder,
coconut splitting and running audio and video player, machine
grinding spices, curd milk maker, coconut chopping, etc.

Wheel joined to the cycle rim connected dynamo to it rotates
with the help of wind and produces electricity. Scientific principle
in the dynamo potential energy is converted in to mechanical
energy again mechanical energy is converted in to electrical
energy. Here electricity produced can be stored in power house.
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ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION AND

AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENT'S UTILIZATION-

BY-SELF DEPENDENT FARMER

Details of the participant
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Swetha J.
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Chitradurga, Karnataka

Shoyub Ahamed M.L.

Sri Kuvempu Memorial School

Konasagara, Molakalmuru Taluk,

Chitradurga
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FLOOD ALARM

Principle:

About the Project:

This Experiment work on the principle of "Water
Maintains Its Level".

This experiment helps to the people who are living on the bank of
the river. We know that every year many rivers overflows during
the rainy season and cause damages to the life and property. We
can set up this experiment near the village which is on the bank of
the river. When the water level of the river rises, water will flow
through the canal and fill the sump and this apparatus starts to
bang. With this people, can sense danger and can move to safe
places.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sreedhar

VI

Bellary, Karnataka

Prashanta Jadenavar

Government Higher Primary

School, Pashima Kalvi, Hadagali
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Introduction:

Main Advantages of the Project

Importance of the Project

Fulcrum

Why the Ship Floats & the Nail Sinks?

Nowadays students are more bookish. The model
which I have prepared is based on the greatest discovery or
archimedes principle fulcrum, bouyancy. He had discovered
5000 years ago. Fulcrum is used in our day to day life. By this
model any level of student and any lay person can understand
about bouyancy & fulcrum.

Fulcrum is used to lift any type of heavy weight

Application of fulcrum with different examples used in day to
day life

To understand bouyancy by using practical experiment, to
show the body suffer an apparent loss when it is imersed in
water.

When the fulcrum is near to the load with less effort we can
lift very easily

I can lift very heavy body with my one finger

Tripod stand to demonstrate about bouyancy

Demonstrate, why the ship floats? & why the nail sinks?

When the fulcrum is near to the load we can lift easily the load.
When the fulcrum is moving away from the load the effort has to
be increased day to day we are using simple machines like stapler
punching machine, to open paint tin with the coin etc.

Ship can float because it disperses more water & it has less density
and the reverse process happens with the nail.
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THE GREATEST DISCOVERY OF

ARCHIMEDES FULCRUM & BOUYANCY

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sunil M.D.

Kolar, Karnataka

VIII

M. Manohar

St. Mary's English Higher Primary

School Champion Reef, KGF
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LIGHT ENERGY BOX SHOWING

ALL EFFECTS OF LIGHT

Introduction :

Main Advantages of the Project :

Importance of the Project

Light Energy Box :

Film Projector :

In daily classrooms we can use so many Teaching
aids, materials for the sake of effective teaching. Here we will
produce a new light energy box, having capacity of showing all
light applications from Class V to Class XII.

It saves time, money and space.

No maintenance cost.

Effective in V to XII Classroom Teaching.

Use as a Teaching material in classroom teaching.

With this Light Box we can shows following applications of light :

Film Projector Focal length and Focal Point of
Convex Lens.

Reflection of Light Focal length and Focal Point of
Concave Mirror

Refraction of Light Rules of Reflection of Light

Dispersion of Light Types of Reflection of Light

Scattering of Light Convergent Light in Covex lens

Divergent of Light in Concave Lens.

Deffects of eyeside : a) Myopia b) Hypermetropia

Simple technique is used. Here we have a
wooden box having a light box and using convex lens we can get
single rays or parallel rays for showing reflection, refraction,
dispersion etc.. For parallel or single rays we use a hard sheet
having arrangement for these rays.

Here we used a simple technique of film
projector having a PVC Pipe and arranged two convex lens in
parallel state. And a battery can be used as a light energy to
produce small thing and convert into a big object on the white
board. Thus we can save 10,000 Rs. through this Film Projector.
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Details of the participant
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School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Suraj Sambhaji Patil

VII

Chikodi,  Karnataka

A. M. Mane

Govt. H. P. M. B. School,

Bhat-Nanganur Post : Appachiwadi.

Range : Nipani. Dist. Belgaum
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Our population is increasing day by day and creating problems.
At the same time competition is created between each and every
human being to survive and live luxurious life by getting
addicted bad habits like drinking and smoking. By taking up of
these activities we directly affect our body which start killing our
immunity and causes severe health abnormalities. Tobacco
smoking is very harmful to our health and causes bronchitis and
lung cancer.

Plastic pipes Plastic bottles Rubber cork

Taps M-seal Cigarettes

White Muslin cloth Bucket Card board

Tobacco Etc.

The main intention of this working model is to develop
awareness about tobacco. It is dreadful chemical drug which on
burning releases CO which gets accumulated in the lungs
while smoking, chewing Gutka, Tobacco, etc. We are going to
practically show how CO accumulates throughout our lungs
and causes bronchitis, lung cancer, through working model

Description of Materials Used

Conclusion of the Model

�

�

�

�

2

2

EFFECTS OF TOBACCO

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Suresh

VI

Govt. H P S School, Canal Cross,

Lingsugur

Raichur, Karnataka

Nirmala
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DETECTION  OF SOUND FROM TEETH

Aim: -

Advantage:-

Working Principle

Ear is one of the sense organ in our body, which helps us
to hear sound. If any problem occurs, in the internal ear we can't
hear the sound properly. This instrument will help those people
who have hearing problem.

It will give the hearing efficiency

By this instrument sound is converted as electric signals . After
converting the signals are amplified with separate unit. Then the
audio signals are sent to DC motors which convert the signal into
vibration. The vibratory waves are conducted to inner ear and
these waves are transmitted to brain through bones. These
waves are converted into electrical signals in the inner ear. Then
the electrical signals are transmitted to the hearing cortex.

Details of the participant
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Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Sushmita Waddar

VIII

Belgaum, Karnataka

R.T. Bhandari

K.H.P.S Bhuranaki Tq  : Khanapur

Dist: Belgaum
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Introduction :

Objective of the project

Field of invention:

Suggestion for modernization of Indian railway stations

Conclusion

Our innovative wheel for staircase falls in class 2
leverage system. Luggage on wheels has brought revolution in
our day to day life especially for travelers, but so far we have not
thought of a system which can carry heavy loads with minimum
efforts while walking up the stairs. Hence our machines emphasis
on a system to carry luggage bags on the staircases.

To innovate a new age stair climbing dolly/hand truck.

To facilitate rail travelers to carry their heavy luggage on the
stairs with minimal efforts.

It can help senior citizens, disabled people in their movement
too.

A conveyer belt on one side provides additional support for
carrying

This invention relates to a portable dolly
operable manually by a single person transporting a relatively
heavy load up or down various staircases having steps of
different heights and depths.

To provide a griping conveyor belt on one site of the stairs
(say 20%) on the right hand side)

To provide trolley with rotacaster/ wheel to roll on the
staircase with each of the petal ends to meet the corners of
the steps.

A lever is a simple machines that allows you to gain a
mechanical advantage.

These new age climbing wheels are designed exclusively to
facilitate people to carry heavy loads with minimal efforts on
the staircases.

It is recommended that our Indian railway system will benefit
its travelers with this.
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INNOVATIVE LEVERAGE SYSTEM

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Teffeny Kristen Meshack

VIII

Kolar, Karnataka

Rani B

William Richards High School

Champion Reefs KGF
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JUMBO WATERLIFTING PUMP

Introduction:

Scientific principle:

Parts of jumbo water lifting pump:

Working of the model:

Application:

Energy is ability to do work. Wind machines or
pumps are devices that make wind energy to perform useful
work. A wind machine captures the energy of the wind and
converts it into mechanical motion or electricity. Jumbo water
lifting pump is a useful model which is based on principle of
converting wind energy into useful mechanical energy so that
water from earth will be lifted easily and at low cost.

1. Conversion of wind energy into mechanical energy.

2. Conversion of solar energy into mechanical energy.

1) Fan

2) PVC Pipe with holders

3) Piston

4) Water out let pipe

5) Cycle chain with rotating wheels.

6) Stand

The model of jumbo water lifting pump
set up has been done as shown in figure. When adequate
amount of air is blown with the help of the wind, the fan will
rotate and it makes chain to move which in turn make piston to
move up and down. This results, in lifting the water from earth
and the lifted water will flow outside through the water out let.
Thus in this project the wind energy is converted into mechanical
energy and the water is lifted from earth without consumption of
any electricity.

1. The wind energy can be converted into mechanical energy.

2. Saving the electricity for lifting of water from earth.

3. Model can be made ready with low of cost.

4. With the same principle the solar energy can be converted into
mechanical energy and used to lift water.

5. Man power is not required to lift the underground water.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Timmanna

VIII

Raichur,  Karnataka

H. Santosh

Govt High School Galag Tq.

Devadurga Dist. Raichur
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Functional block diagram:

The infra red (IR) transmitter from L.H.S. wall is IR ray is made to fall
on R.H.S IR photo diode. When light falls on IR photo diode
receiver motor of the pump remains off.

1. When pot or any object is placed in between or in the path of
the IR ray, the IR rays gets stopped due to opaque (metal/plastic)
and IR photo diode gets signal and in turn it switches on the
water pump through electronic control circuit and now water
from tap starts coming till the pot /mug filled up.

2. When water falls/over flows from the pot it falls down below
on the ground. Here a water sensor is placed, as soon as water
touches the sensor electrodes of this water sensor sends signal to
electronics control circuit. Due to this water coming from tap
stops.

When again pot is placed below the water tap IR receiver sends
signal to start pump and after it fills, the water falls below. And
again water sensor sends a signal to stop the motor of pump. This
process repeats as many times as pot is placed.

An IR light is used instead of common light because when in
daytime light from all the sides can disturb the functioning of
automatic water tap system. As it consumes small amount of
power, it can be used on even solar power at remote places

AUTOMATIC WATER TAP

Details of the participant
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Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

H M Vijayalakshmi

VII

Bellary, Karnataka

Mallikarjuna Gowda

Vijaya Marie English Medium

Primary School, V.V. Nagar,

12 Ward, Siruguppa
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HARNESSING SOLAR ENERGY

Introduction:

Main advantages of the Project:

Importance of the Project:

Solar energy, radiant light & heat range of ever-
evolving technologies such as solar heating, solar photovoltaic,
solar thermal electricity, solar architecture & artificial photo
synthesis.

Enhance sustainability

Reduce pollution

Lower the cost of mitigating climate change

Keep fossils fuel prices lower than other wise

Increases country's energy security

Solar box cookers attain temperatures of up to about 165 C
(325 f), so they can be used to sterilize water, prepare foods
that can be made in a conventional oven or stove, from baked
bread to steamed vegetables to roasted meat.

The solar cooker is turned towards the sun & left until the food
is cooked

Food can be cooked by saving fuel.

It can save minerals & save trees & fuels etc.
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Details of the participant
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School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Yashas D Gowda

VII

Mandya, Karnataka

G.R. Shalini

Jawahar Navoday Vidyalaya,

Shivaragudda, Maddur Tq,

Mandya
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ALTERATION IN THE ECOSYSTEM OF

SASTHAMCOTTA LAKE, ITS IMPACTS

AND SOLUTIONS

Sasthamcotta Lake is the largest fresh water lake located in the
Kunnathur Taluk of Kollam District of Kerala State. It is declared as
the Ramsar Site and it provides drinking water for about seven
lakhs of people in Kollam District. The biotic community of this
famous lake is very precious and incomparable. The lake is being
polluted by the indiscriminate activities of the human beings
resulting in disrupting the ecosystem of the environment.

Our case study of the lake includes discussion with the local
people especially fishermen community, discussion with peoples'
representatives, officials of concerned department, direct visit of
the various localities of the lake, collection of the water sample,
water quality analysis, collection of the data, conduction of
seminars, reference of various publications, etc.

The depth and area of the lake is being reduced by the
indiscriminate soil erosion and silting. The pollution of the
surroundings adversely affected the quality of the water. Even
the existence of the lake is endangered by the large scale sand
mining from the adjacent area. The usage of the drinking water
by the Water Authority is beyond the balancing capacity of the
lake. The back flow of the unused and impure water after
pumping is making serious harmful effects to the lake. Even the
Social Forestry Project implemented by the Government has
adversely affected the existence of the lake. The most amazing
aspect revealed in our study was that the concentration of
Coliform Bacteria in the lake water is increasing day by day. This
indicates the presence of faecal matter in the water and we fear a
drastic epidemic in the near future which may result in mass
mortality.

All the above problems are to be solved. The soil erosion and
silting to the lake should be stopped. Mangroves and medicinal
plants should be cultivated in the land area of the lake. Sand
mining should be stopped and watershed management by
natural mechanism should be adopted. Biological fencing should
be made around pumping place to avoid damages to fish
population. Indigenous fishes should be protected in the lake
with the help of Department of Fisheries. Awareness campaigns
should be arranged to the local people to protect the lake.

Details of the participant
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Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Adithyan O

X

Kollam, Kerala

Abdul Khuddoos Kalim

Milade Sheriff Higher Secondary

School, Vengai, Mynagappally,

Sasthamcotta
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A steep rise in the number of vehicles has led to severe parking
problems. As the vehicles continue rising this problem will
worsen and will be stumbling block to handle in the coming
days. This project proposes viable arrangement which will do
away with all parking hazards. The project can be implemented
automatically without human involvement. This makes it cent
percent error free. The project will be immensely useful in
airports, convension centres etc, where thousands of vehicles are
to be handled. Since the number of vehicles entering and leaving
the parking areas is accurately maintained, not a single extra
vehicle enters the parking area completely avoiding parking jams
and unnecessary bustles

1. Parking is controlled correctly sensing the number of
vehicles in the parking area.

2. Parking is restricted to heavy vehicles

3. Helps in rescue operations and controlling traffic jams.

4. Keeps record of the number of vehicles passing through
bussy roads along one direction.

Application:

AUTOMATIC PARKING SYSTEM WITH

COUNTER

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Alwin  Kuriakose

X

Kottayam, Kerala

Sajo Simon

O.L.L.H.S.S, Uzhavoor (P.O)
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HYDROGEN – THE FUTURE FUEL

The availability of fossil fuels such as petrol ,diesel and kerosene is
fast diminishing. In these circumstances, can hydrogen be
considered as a fuel of the future?

We can get hydrogen by the electrolysis of aqueous solution of
sodium chloride. We can collect this hydrogen in high quality
cylinders and can be used as a fuel .

Hydrogen is a pollution free fuel. Water is the by product of the
combustion of the hydrogen fuel. About 143 kJ energy is
produced due to the combustion of one gram hydrogen gas. It is
about three times that of petrol. This heat energy can be
converted into kinetic energy also.

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Amal M P

X

Kannur, Kerala

Smitha S R

GHSS Sreepuram,

Manakadavu P O
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'Smart Wash Machine', This magical machine can be used as a
warming up device instead of washing our cloths. Through this
machine we can save both money and health.Now a days world
is struggling with Obesity and health related problems our
machine is a panacea to all these type of problems.

Simply we can use this machine when we feel to do cycling and
can burn the excess calories.

SMART WASH

Details of the participant

Name

Class

I

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Ansil Rehman

G.H.S Veeyapuram, Veeyapuram.

P.O Haripad

Alappuzha, Kerala

X

A.S. Vimala
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OIL SPILL REMOVER

Impact of Oil on the Marine Environment

Oil Spill Remover

Oil spills can have wide ranging impacts on the marine
environment and human activities.

Oil spills have many serious impacts on echo system.

Oil spills can limit the amount of light absorbed by planktonic
algae and it results in the destruction of food chain.

The toxic chemicals in oils sink in to the sediments on the sea
bed and the benthic organisms on the sea floor may be
poisoned. It take five years or more to recover from such
contamination.

It is a device to remove oil from water. The main parts of this
instrument are an aluminium disc, a wiper, a collection tank and a
gear motor.

When the disc rotates in water oil sticks on the disc. The wiper
removes the oil and collects it in a tank. This is due to the adhesive
force between the molecules of aluminium and oil.

The gear motor, a transformer and an eliminator help to rotate
the disc. The gear motor reduces the rotation of the disc and
increases its torque. The transformer reduces 230 V Ac to 12V AC
and the eliminator changes 12V AC to 12V DC.

The oil spill remover can remove oil from all types of water
recourses. To remove oil from ocean we can connect the remover
to a ship.
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Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Aparna. K
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Kannur & Kerala

Praseetha Kadiyan

GUPS Katamberi, Kanul P.O.
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A project related competition was held in the school in
connection with the observation of 2012 as International Energy
Conservation Year. From this exercise, we could understand that
energy use was rampant & hence it was decided to conduct a
study within kannambra panchayath limits regarding the energy
use pattern of the place.

200 households in kannambra panchayath area were selected
for the study. Survey containing 40 questions, observation,
experimentation, interview were the methods used for the study.
Use of L.P.G., electricity, diurnal temperature, measure of
insolation were understood by conducting appropriate
experiments.

Measure of carbon foot print spawned by burning various fuels
clocks an imoermissible 4257 metric tonnes in panchayath area.
Due to the vaning of vegetative cover, CO2 level have gone up by
20%. The CO2 spice more accutely in Urban Centres than in rural
areas. Change in atmospheric gas Composition and falling rain
fall rate are direct result of ballooning CO2 levels. Escalation of
energy use in immerse measure is the consequence of this radical
change in life style. These are the main Conclusions of our study.

Excessive sprialling up to L.P.G. prices, shortage of power supply,
accumulation of untreated Environmental pollution causing
waste etc. are the problems that plague the society of the day.

Setting up of biogas plants to meet cooking gas needs is quite
feasible. The place receives solar heat to the tune of 5.12 x 10
Joule on an average everyday. So, utilizing solar power for the
Place is highly suggestable.

Adopting scientific method in the use of electricity & L.P.G,
switching to use of energy efficient ovens, massive afforestation
activities are some of the suggested solutions to the problems.

As follow-up activities seminar, notice distribution, rallies,
construction of biogas plants, installation of solar panels, energy
conservation oaths, essay competitions were done in school
campus and its premises.

21

USE AND CONSERVATION OF ENERGY IN

KANNAMBRA PANCHAYATH-A

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

Details of the participant
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Ardra Ramesh

X

Palakkad, Kerala

Nirmala A.C.

P.K. High School, Mannapra
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A STUDY TO FIND OUT A SUITABLE

MEDICINAL PLANT EXTRACT TO

DESTROY MOSQUITO LARVAE

The main aim of the project is to find out a suitable plant extract
which acts as natural pesticide and its actions on eradicating
mosquito larvae by using various plant extract in 'Manipuram'
locality of 'Koduvally' grama panchayath. Different epidemics are
spreading day by day and many peoples die every year by diseases
spread by mosquitoes. This project includes the study about the
circumstances of mosquito larvae to grow and the usage of
pesticides against mosquitoes. Moreover it also deals about the side
effects of the chemical mosquito killers used now. The studies and
research of the project started on July 5th and ended in December
31st 2012 which includes the preparation of project diary and
project calendar.

The important feature of the project is that all raw materials are
collected from plants and the final extract after the use, can be
further used as manure. Therefore, this extract can also be called as
growth promoter for plants and trees. At the same time it does not
harm any other living things if the wastes are dumped either in land
or in water. From the survey in 150 houses and the interview with
the traditional ayurvedic doctor 'Sri Damodaran Vaidhyar' we
selected 10 medicinal plants for our studies. They are Ocimum
tenuiflorum (tulasi), Natural rubber, Anacardium occidentale
(cashew), Malabar nut, Azardirarchta indica, Kurkuma longa,
Glycosmia pontasi, Gliricidia sepium, Muriga olifera, Vitex negumdo.

All these were taken in definite proportion and were grinded and
mixed with water separately. After 12 hours its extract were taken by
filtration. The mosquito eggs were allowed to grow and later its
larvae were transported to those 10 extracts and it was observed at
different time intervals and 3 of them were found effective. Due to
the easy availability and efficiency we selected Gliricidia sepium
(seemakonna) for further experiments. To find out whether this
extract have any harmful effect for another living things we collected
different pesticides and conducted experiments in onion plants.
From the experiment it is observed that onion with this essence had a
good growth. Further we used this extract in an aquarium and we
observed that only mosquito larvae were destroyed. From all these
experiments we were able to conclude that this plant extract have no
harmful effect on other living beings instead it acts as a promoter. So
from this project it is understood that plant essence is the best and
cheapest way for killing mosquito larvae since it does not have any
harmful effect like DDT, BHC etc. at the same time it is a non-polluting
method.

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Finu Muhammed Shaheem

VII

Kozhikode, Kerala

K. Sathi

AUPS Manipuram, Manipuram [PO],

Koduvally
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This is a simple project which relates to “Road Safety”. This is an
OBSTRUCTION LIGHT”. Its two main parts are solar panel and
Emitting Diode. After the construction of the circuit it should be
placed in a box.

1. Power to store sunlight during day time.

2. Power to light the signal light during the night

3. Power to avoid road accident in curves.

This obstruction light is very useful in the remote areas of our
country. The main advantage of this system is that there is no
need of electricity. This is a FIT AND FORGET electronic Light

It has three main advantages:

LIGHT OBSTRUCTION

Details of the participant

Name

Class

School Name & Address

Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Harikrishnan. R

XI

Pathanamthitta, Kerala

Sujatha S

N.S.S. H.S.S. Kaviyoor
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BORE WELL ACCIDENT SECURITY SYSTEM

In India bore wells are increasing now-a-days and unused bore
wells are also increasing. In these bore wells a number of
accidental deaths occur. Children in the age group of 2-8 years
are the worst victims. Bore well accident security system is a
remedy to this problem.

1. Connect with fire engine.

2. Bore well accident Security system which is fixed on the stand
and this put down into the bore well through the pulley.

3. When the machine reaches near the child, who is inside the
bore well, we get a signal outside.

1. This time air bag becomes enlarged and the child is prevented
from going deeper into the bore well.

2. Catching wings arrangements fixed above the airbag is
connected with pulley, when it functions the catching wings get
unfolded.

3. Bore well Security System will slowly come up with the child.

How the System Functions:

Stage I

Stage II

Details of the participant
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I
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Jain Baby

X

Wayanad, Kerala

Prakasan. P. N.

GVHSS Ambalavayal,

Ambalavayal. P.O. Wayanad
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Hydraulics is a branch of science and engineering concerned
with the use of liquids to perform mechanical tasks. Hydraulic arm
is based on Pascal's law, or the principle of transmission of fluid
pressure.

Pascal's law states that the pressure of the liquid produced in an
enclosed structure has the capacity of releasing a force up to ten
times the pressure that was produced earlier.

Hydraulic arm is used to lift and move loads from one place to
another. It can be used in situations that are too difficult or
dangerous for people to deal with directly or in automated
systems. Hydraulic arm consists of mainly four parts Upper arm,
Lower arm, Gripper finger and Control panel. The three syringes
in the control panel help the lower arm, upper arm and gripper
finger to function effectively. Liquid is the power of medium.
Pressure is applied by a piston to fluid in rigid vessel causing the
fluid to give the energy.

Hydraulic arm uses liquid fluid power to do the works. The very
large amount of power that can be transferred through small
tubes and high power of density make use of this power. The
liquid used in the syringes will also determine the efficiency of the
hydraulic system.

HYDRAULIC ARM

Details of the participant
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Krishna. R
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Palakkad, Kerala

Bulkees. V.A

A U P School, Thenur West
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THE DESTRUCTION OF FISH WEALTH

IN OUR LOCALITY – REASONS

SUGGESTIONS AND REMEDIES

It is paradoxical that the man who needs the healthy
environment most is destroying its sancity and purity for present
gain and endanger its own coming generation.

The aim of this project is to make an awareness of the importance
of fishes. It is an enquiry to find out the destruction and reduction
of fishes in Oachira Panchayath and the nearby areas: The main
cause of this endanger is the loss of aquatic organism and land
filling. This affects mostly the water resources. The remaining
water resources are in the threat of global warming and
pollution. The lack of Algai, overgrowth of African weeds and
water plantains, overuse of pesticides and insecticides make it
worse. The improper way of fishing, avoidance of traditional
method are the other reasons of the ruin of this natural wealth.

The suggestions and findings such as creating and protecting
water resource for a healthy ecosystem, banning of land filling,
giving support and encouragement to the villagers for fish
farming and protecting water resource are also included in this
project. We should also plan activities for making authorities and
people conscious about keeping fish wealth in our locality.

Details of the participant
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Name of the District & State

Name of the Mentor Teacher

Krishnaveni. L

VII

Kollam, Kerala

G. Ajithakumary

S.R.V.U.P. School Changankulangara

Oachira P.O.,  Karunagappally,

Kollam
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This is a project concerning the removal of liquid contaminants. I
have done it as a continuing activity of my previous project.
Through this project, I am demonstrating whether Canna Lily
and Wild Arrowroot plants can absorb and remove detergent
pollutants by phytoremidiation.

In order to prove this, the following experiments are done.

— Hydrilla experiment

Rooting of onion

Capillary test

pH test

Titration

Sap pH test

Cobalt Chloride test

Through this project, I have proved that Canna Lily and Wild
Arrowroot plants can absorb and remove detergent
contaminants. These plants can remove the detergent pollution
of soil and water.

Through this project, we know that if we plant these plants near
the detergent disposing areas it becomes an eco-friendly
approach. In addition to this, in the marshy areas of cities, we
should plant these along with heavy metal absorbing plants. In
this way, bio-filtering of pollutants occurs and thus we can save
our nature.

—

—

—

—

—

—

PLANTS CAN PURIFY SOIL – A STUDY

Details of the participant
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COSMETICS – HIDDEN DANGERS

The consumption of cosmetics has increased recently. But the
consumers do not think about the consequences of these items.
A bad experience of one of my relatives after using some of these
cosmetic items prompted me to do this project. The main aim of
this project is to find out the contents of various cosmetics and to
realise the purpose of adding these to it. It includes whether these
contents affect our health badly or not. For data collection, I used
various methods like interview, survey, experimentation and
reference.

I made a survey among 100 people and five beauty parlours in my
locality. Then I interviewed a skin specialist, a cosmetologist, an
ayurvedic doctor and a traditional medical practitioner. I
conducted experiments to find out the harmful chemicals
especially lead (Pb) in cosmetics. I could find about 99% of people
in my locality are using at least one kind of cosmetics. Most of
them are not concerned about the consequences. But they
agreed that the cosmetics used in olden days extracted naturally,
are the best.

The commonly used cosmetic are face cream, talcum powder,
nail polish, eye liner, black collyrium, shaving cream, hair oil, body
spray, shampoo, hair dye etc. Most of these contain chemicals like
sodium laurel sulphate, titanium dioxide, phthalates, for
maldehydes, parabon, etc. But these cosmetics do not cause
sudden health problems. But in course of time the use of these
cosmetics may lead to hormonal problems, cancer, infertility, etc.
Instead of these cosmetics, we can use natural ones which are
safe and effective.

I conducted awareness classes, poster exhibitions, animation
exhibitions, brochures etc. to convey my findings to the people of
my locality and to the students of my school. I made a
documentary in this subject and exhibited it. I created my blog
www.mazhathullikilukkam.blogspot.com and published my
findings in it. In addition to this, I produced some cosmetics using
some natural materials and distributed among the people in my
locality. The response was good.
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Treatment of off gases from industries, solid waste management
area and animal farms are important measure to reduce
atmospheric emissions of Volatile Organic Carbons (VOC). Off
gases can be cleaned by various technologies such as
Incineration, adsorption, chemical scrubbing. These have side
effects and make earth polluted. We have invented a new
method that is Bio Filtering Technology. Bio filters are beds
packed with biologically active material such as compost, topsoil,
and fungi, through which the gases are ventilated in the medium.
Foul gases are absorbed and subsequently Bio-degraded.

We experimented with top soil, compost and other biological
active material as bio filter. Bio filtration was found to be cost
effective for off gases with low concentration of VOC (volatile
organic compounds) and an odour reduction of 99% is possible.
However, conventional bio filters based on top soil and bacterial
activity face problems with the elimination of hydrophobic
compounds such as aromatic compounds, alkenes and alkanes.
Because of low solubility in water, the compounds are poorly
absorbed by the bacterial bio filters. Besides that biofilter
operational stability often hampered by acidification and drying.

To overcome these problems biofilter with fungi on top soil and
compost have been developed. Fungi are more resistant to acid
and dry conditions than bacteria. Here we have used pleorotus
spawn, old mushroom bed, organic manure, cellulosic waste and
top soil for this purpose. By this method, we can eradicate foul
smell and unwanted gases from industries poultry farms, piggery,
toilets, etc. This project can be useful for the poultry owners and
animal husbandry Departments.

BIO-FILTERS USING FUNGI
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TRAFFIC  SYSTEM  FOR  VEHICLES

After the increased population of automotives on the road, traffic
jams are very common. Usually vehicles make it difficult to resolve
the traffic jams. Here I'm introducing a new mechanism, through
which traffic jam can be reduced significantly. We can avoid
these kinds of situations if the driver gets an indication that there
is a jam in the area, prior to entering there. My model
demonstrates this.

This automated system consists of two parts – one is placed in the
vehicle and other in the Traffic Signal Units. When a vehicle
reaches near to a heavy traffic area, the system inside the vehicle
will give information about the traffic signal, road conditions,
alerts of any threats ahead. This includes details like whether the
signal is now GREEN or not, if it is RED how long it will take to turn
GREEN, Message Alerts, Voice Communications, etc from Traffic
Control Room, directly to the driver. Using this information, the
driver can wisely take decision to move or not, taking any
diversions, etc. The proposed system will help to avoid traffic jams
caused by vehicles to a greater extent. In addition to this, it will
help the drivers to seek alternate route in case of a jam ahead with
the help of a GPS system. This is most useful in heavy vehicles
which create traffic jam generally. Advancing this proposal, will
enable a direct two-way communication between a driver and
Traffic Control Unit.
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The aim of this project is to construct a MAGLEV WIND MILL, for
maximum utilization of wind energy as a renewable source.
MAGLEV WIND MILL is the short form of magnetically levitated
wind mill.

Using a pair of permanent magnets and substantial support,
magnetic levitation can easily be experienced. By placing these
two magnets on top of each other with like polarities facing each
other the magnetic repulsion will be strong enough to keep both
magnets at a distance away from each other. The force created as
a result of this repulsion can be used for suspending the wind
turbine.

A standard comparison says that one MAGLEV WIND MILL is
equal to thousand conventional wind mills in terms of power
output. The area occupied by one MAGLEV WIND MILL would be
less than 500 acres of land, while a conventional field of thousand
wind mills requires more than 64000 acres of land. MAGLEV
WIND MILL’s are able to use wind with starting speed as low as
1.5 m/s, also they could operate in winds exceeding 40m/s.

The largest conventional wind mill in the world produces 5 mega
watt of power while a single MAGLEV WIND MILL will make 1
GW of power. The MAGLEV WIND MILL provides a more efficient
versatile and elegant method of producing power from wind.

MAGLEV WINDMILL
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A COMPANION OF HOUSE WIFE

We live in a world of energy crisis. To overcome this , an idea came
in to my mind and with the help of my teacher, I have made this
device.

Kerosene stove, Pot, Rice, Water, Steal Cylindrical Shaped vessel,
knob of a pressure cooker, copper tube, puttu maker.4 bolts.

The two ends of copper tube are connected to the side of steel
vessel and the middle portion is placed above the burner of the
stove. The pot containing water and rice is placed on the stove.
Water is taken in the vessel. The water always stands below the
top pipe. Then burn the stove. When heat acts, the copper tube
becomes red hot. Then the water in the vessel enters in the
bottom tube and converts into water vapour through the top
tube. This water vapour passes through the knob of pressure
cooker which is connected to the vessel. When we place a puttu
maker on the top of the vessel, we can make puttu easily. The
water in the vessel always remains cool. At the same time, we can
prepare rice on the vessel which is placed below the stove. By
connecting three or more such vessels using copper tube and by
placing it on the stove, we can prepare more items and conserve
more energy.

Important Parts

Method of Construction
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The aim of this project is to construct a MAGLEV WIND MILL, for
maximum utilization of wind energy as a renewable source.
MAGLEV WIND MILL is the short form of magnetically levitated
wind mill.

Using a pair of permanent magnets and substantial support,
magnetic levitation can easily be experienced. By placing these
two magnets on top of each other with like polarities facing each
other the magnetic repulsion will be strong enough to keep both
magnets at a distance away from each other. The force created as
a result of this repulsion can be used for suspending the wind
turbine.

A standard comparison says that one MAGLEV WIND MILL is
equal to thousand conventional wind mills in terms of power
output. The area occupied by one MAGLEV WIND MILL would be
less than 500 acres of land, while a conventional field of thousand
wind mills requires more than 64000 acres of land. MAGLEV
WIND MILL's are able to use wind with starting speed as low as
1.5 m/s, also they could operate in winds exceeding 40m/s.

The largest conventional wind mill in the world produces 5 mega
watt of power while a single MAGLEV WIND MILL will make 1
GW of power. The MAGLEV WIND MILL provides a more efficient
versatile and elegant method of producing power from wind.

RADIO FREQUENCY IDENFICATION

BASED MULTIPLE DEVICE SWICHING (RFID)
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AMBULANCE DETECTOR

Nowadays traffic jam is a curse in major cities. Ambulance gets
trapped in this jam and patients die due to delay in receiving
treatment in time.

Passive RFID on signal point detects the presence of ambulance
200metres before the point from any direction. Pic-micro
controller collects the data and controls the traffic signal by
allowing the passage of all vehicles on the way of ambulance by
green signal, thus avoid delay in hospitalization of patients.
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Hydraulic is the study of liquid. And it is defined as” The
movement of pressurized liquids through confined spaces”.The
model “Hydraulic Excavator” made by me is operated by the
movement of liquids. This model is being worked on the basis of
Pascal’s law. Pascal's law states“ When there is an increase
inpressure at any point in a confined fluid, there is an equal
increase at every other point in the container “. Pascal's principle
underlies the operation of the hydraulic press “the hydraulic press
does not violate energy conservation because a decrease in
distance moved compensates for the increase in force.

The structure of Hydraulic Excavator is made by connecting
various syringes. These syringes have been filled with water and
made to move the excavator's various parts according to our
needs. As stated by the Pascal's law, the pressure given to the first
syringe is also applied to another syringe, which is connected
through the pipe. This is how the model hydraulic Excavator is
operated.

Hydraulics is used in many applications as we see or use everyday.
The brakes in an automobile or the lift on the bucket of a tractor
are two very common applications. Some other applications are
given below.

Hydraulic Jack, which is being used in service stations.

Force amplification in the breaking system of most motor vehicle
etc.

HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR
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DIGITAL MICROSCOPE

A microscope is a device which is used to view tiny objects that
cannot be seen through naked eye. A digital microscope using
webcam can be used to view the tiny objects on the monitor of a
computer.

A webcam is fixed on a platform. The lens set of the webcam is
removed and fixed upside down. A mirror is placed at the bottom
of the platform. There is an arrangement in the platform to put
the specimen. The webcam is connected to a computer. The
Cheese software is opened in Ubuntu. The webcam is focused on
the specimen. The magnified image of the specimen is got on the
monitor. The snap shot of the image is taken. The experiment is
repeated using different specimen. Colocasia, Onion, Algae etc.
are used as specimen to view the cell structure. The snap shots are
taken.
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The device is fitted in planes and vehicles to resist the impact
when travelling on rough roads. This device provides a smooth
ride and good control over the vehicle. The problems of friction
and leakage of oil are eliminated by magnetic shock absorbers,
which can manage heavy load.

Like poles of Magnets repel and unlike poles attract each other.

{Electro Magnetic Shock Absorbers are an improvement of
Magnetic Shock Absorbers}

Working Principle

MAGNETIC SHOCK ABSORBER
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DOUBLE SECURITY FIRE ALARM

New generation is mostly depending on flats to live in. Fire safety
is an essential thing in flats. In this connection, I am glad to
present a new device which is cheap in production and can be set
at the same place where the existing device is placed. It works
upon the heat and expansion theory. The main part of the device
is a bi-metallic strip that bends when heated and the circuit will be
completed. Then the message will be sent automatically to the
concerned fire station and hospital. Power supply will be cut off
automatically and at the same time the water will be sprayed to
extinguish fire. Electro-magnetic waves are used for passing the
message.

Whenever an earthquake occurs, the same system works, the
messages sent to the destination and automatically cut off the
power supply. Short circuit occurs due to the shake of the
building and causes power supply failure. That means the fire
alarm is helpful at the time of earthquake also. At the time of
earthquake or fire, if someone is stuck in the lift, the system can be
used to take them out. So the system ensures us a double security.
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